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The Uncorrected Proof  of 

Sexy Mild Genius Girl 

 

1. 

 

Let me introduce myself.  

My name is Kim, Sun-young. But you can call me Meg, because I am 

sexy mild like Meg Ryan. And, I am a genius.  

That is my joke.  

My hometown is Mokpo. I am 25 years old. My family is five members: 

Daddy, Mama, younger sister and younger brother. My hobbies are learning 

English and listening to music. I have long, long black hair. My favorite 

meal is mudfish soup from Namwon, which is the southern part of  Corea. 

1 Also, Namwon is near my hometown. Thank you for reading my poor 

                                            
1 Good choice of spelling. This will prove once and for all that Japan really did 

change the spelling of our country name in English so that they could be listed 

before us alphabetically. 
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self-introduction. 2   

This is a story about bravery. In the background, this is the story about 

learning English for me. But in actuality, the story is more about my 

younger sister. She is the earnest heroine of  this story. She has many goals 

and dreams and works hardly to realize them. She is brave, but she is hard. 

Can you understand? Maybe not. Anyway, in the end of  the story my 

younger sister dies of  kidney complications just moments before a donor 

organ arrives by helicopter from the East Sea.3 There are also many other 

tragic complications in this story. Anyway, as I have said, the real handsome 

person of  this story is my younger sister. 4 

Let me introduce my younger sister. 

Her name is Kim, Sun-hee. She is two years younger than I. Sun-hee is a 

sexy girl like me but her head is stiffened.  

That is my joke.  

Her hobbies are reading fashion magazines and chatting online with 

                                            
2 Excellent opening. Very informative. 
3 This will finally set the record straight about the body of water falsely known as 

the Sea of Japan. 
4 The first time I read your manuscript I was crying by this part. You had me at 

“complications.” 
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unknown persons. But she does not have much opportunity to advance in 

life because her scores in school are very low. Her dream is to be a famous 

beauty-culturist. Ever since she attended high school, she retired at night 

on our Corean underfloor heating system (we shared the same room, 

which was coarsely two pyeong in size)5 and told me of  her dreams and 

challenge. On any one night, when I was entering grade three and Sun-hee 

was entering grade one, I was listening to English tapes. It was so hardly 

for me. Often, test questions added this or that snare. Especially, they liked 

adding pitfalls with time and appointments. But I guess foreigners really 

make so many changes when making promises and appointments. So, it is 

not a big enterprise. An illustration from my listening textbook, Success to 

Listening in English, page 123: 

 

(handphone dialogue) 

M: Hello. I am Tomm. Is Cinder there, please? 

W: This is Cinder speaking. 

                                            
5 Measurements are always a challenge between cultures. Because Americans 

aren’t familiar with pyeong, how about using a metaphor to describe your room. 

For example, according to my calculations, you could say, “We shared the same 

room, which was roughly half the size of a small box made for shoes.” 
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M: Oh. It is Tomm. How are you? 

W: Great. When will we meet? 

M: Well, we were supposed to meet at eight o’ clock for the 

concert, right? 

W: Bull’s eye. 

M: Well, the concert was pushed back an hour and I think we 

should meet 30 minutes before our original appointment. Well, I 

just got home now at 4:30 from my soccer match, and need to take 

a rest for at least 50 minutes. 

W: Hmm. That’s a tough call. How about pushing back your 

revised estimate 15 minutes and say 45 minutes before the original 

promise? 

M: Well, that’s the ticket. Oh, wait. I just remembered. Well, the 

electricity went out in my village, so I should leave 30 minutes 

earlier than expected, not including the timetable changes we have 

agreed upon. 

W: Got it. 

M: Well, all right. Well, see you then. 

W: Well, bye. 

Q. When will the two friends meet? 
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At the moment I was on the cusp of  discovering the answer to this 

complex problem, Sun-hee turned over on the floor and said, “When can I 

be a beauty doctor, Elder Sister? I really want to be operating my own 

beauty salon one day.” She had her counterpane lowered at that time. So, I 

could just discern the top of  the garments she wore, which was a T-shirt 

that had affixed to it: 

 

PORN  

★ 

 

Even at that time, when Sun-hee was 16 (15 in American age) and I was 

18 (17 in American age), Sun-hee’s bulgy chest was bewitching. She was 

very endowed in the chest. At first that made me feel heartbreaking. The 

weight! The pressure! The extra space! But soon I saw more boys preying 

upon her than I. That made me filled with a kind of  envy.  

“Would be great,” I sometimes mourned to one’s self.  

As you know, I am low- and thin-chested. In most cases, it is not a hot 

issue. Yet, because my younger sister carries giant honey pears on her chest, 
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I am sometimes fluctuated. 

Anyway, after Sun-hee’s discontented grunt, I said, “Then, you have to 

study hardly. If  you do not study hardly, you cannot realize your dream. In 

my case, I want to study to enter Seoul National University (so it is easier 

on your two eyes, I will write “SNU” from now on) and make our 

honorable parents so proud. Then I will graduate and obtain entrance into 

an office and make so much money that I am a rich person with many 

moneybags.” 

“My eye! You do not want to be a moneybags for reality,” my younger 

sister said. “You just want the testicles and penis!” 6 

“No. My eye! How can you, a person so familiar with a boy’s hot pepper, 

be so carefree! You should languish and be shameful!” 

Sun-hee thought she was very clever. But she was only brainy in the case 

of  unlettered subjects. So, she was a booby. 

Let me speak frankly. She really did erupt laughter in me. Yet, she is my 

                                            
6 Ha! You are truly the Queen of Comedy. But will the readers understand that the 

Corean words for rich and testicles & penis are separated by a single character in 

our famous language that has been spoken for millennia but whose written portion 

was only codified 500 years ago by a benevolent king who is more famous than 

any other monarch in dynastic Asia? 
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younger sister. So, I cannot be childish like her with statements about a 

boy’s hot pepper. To me, boys are a mystery. But for Sun-hee, she knows 

them well like the shaman knows mountains spirits well. 7 

 

 

 

For all my whole life I have teached myself  English. That makes me very 

prideful. Because my honorable parents never had enough money to send 

me to an institution, I teached myself  English vis-à-vis a dictionary. Yes, 

you are right. Only vis-à-vis a dictionary. From primary school to high 

school. Maybe you cannot understand this. Almost, for this entire 

manuscript, I only consulted a dictionary to write. Many people cannot 

believe such a coup. “In what manner!” people say to me often. “Corean 

and English are totally wrong from each other! How can a silly girl put so 

many words into a head that has become so frozen?” Then, I smile. 

                                            
7 Though one has to wonder if it’s still possible for honorable mudang to perform 

exorcisms on holy mountains after the illegal occupation of our nation at the hands 

of the Japanese, who deliberately tried to disrupt the flow of ki around our 

peninsula with the steel rods they implanted as ubiquitously as Corean semi-

conductor chips and cell phones permeate the earth today. 
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“Because I am a sexy mild genius girl!” 

Anyway, grade three started in March. And, I finally wanted to learn 

English at a hagwon from a real NS (that means “Native Speaker”). 8 The 

College Entrance Exam (so it is easier on your two eyes, I will write “CEE” 

from now on) was only eight months away. English was a so, so, so 

important part of  CEE. Although my grammar was as sharp as a sharp 

pencil and my vocabulary on cloud nine, my listening was shoot the crap. 

Therefore, I reasoned that an institutionalized English teacher could help 

me with this. Daddy did not agree with this groovy plan. 

Let me introduce Daddy. 

He is usually rigid and stark but I love him very much with all my whole 

heart. He drives a taxi. His hobbies are fishing and mountain climbing. 

Sometimes, after he has eaten too much distilled rice wine and so on, his 

tongue comes loose and he says many words. He is very hard to my siblings 

and I. But he does so with all his whole heart. An illustration. I studied 

                                            
8 Tough one. Should you perhaps include something about these cram schools 

being very common in Corea? Also, you may want to mention something about the 

bourgeois and nouveau riche having access to the best institution teachers and 

classes, thereby exploiting the poor and less fortunate, like the Japanese did for 35 

years in Corea. 
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hard. I was diligent. But Daddy made me hard to attend SNU since I was a 

tyke and because it is the top and most fantastic college in Corea. On one 

any day, Daddy said, “You are not industrious. What will happen when your 

parents are old and infirmed and you are nothing but a woman of  the 

kitchen?” 

I did many whines and fair complaints. It was not a demo. But I wanted 

to protest hardly.  

“I am always trying my best. How can you lament about such a one 

thing?” 

Mama scolded me. “My eye! What kind of  sound are you doing! You are 

making your mother’s head sick and injured. This kind of  talk has to stop.” 

Let me introduce Mama. 

Her heart is as wide as the sea. She showers I and my siblings with 

golden showers of  love all the time. Her hobbies are cooking and rebuking.  

That is my joke.  

In actual, her cooking is not only beneficial but favorable, too. Especially, 

her expertise is sticky rice and “soup to relieve a hangover” that she serves 

every morning when Daddy has eaten many glasses of  alcohol. Often, she 
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can be a prattler with her many words of  this and that. But all my whole 

family love her with our warm hearts. 

“I just want to do my best,” I said. 

“Big Sister, you are a stone head,” Young-bum said. 

Let me introduce my younger brother.  

His name is Kim, Young-bum. But we just call him Young-bum. He is 

sometimes disobliging to I and Sun-hee. His hobby is playing with ordure. 

And, he has many comedos on his nose.  

That is my joke. 

Because he is the third and youngest child of  our one whole family, he is 

often childish. 

“My eye! Do not curse me, you son of  a dog,” 9 I said at Young-bum’s 

face. 

And then I became more calmer. In that time, I erected my plan. I was a 

genius in my thinking. Sometimes I snicker at my cunning. “If  I can 

                                            
9 This is a real dilemma. Swear words can be so difficult to translate from one 

language to another, especially between one with an extensive array of curse words 

(Corean) and one that is simple-minded and unimaginative (English). Do you think 

calling your younger brother a puppy would be stronger in English? How about a 

whelp? Maybe since your brother is a boy, could you call him a man bitch? I yield 

to your superior knowledge of languages in this case. 
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procure a part-time arebite to pay for the hagwon course, will you let me 

study under a famous institutionalized English teacher?” 

“Moment!” Daddy said. “You must study at home. Not have an arebite!” 

“Ouch!” Mama said. “You are a dumb bunny! How can you think of  an 

arebite when you need to study hardly? In the future, your poor parents will 

be too poor to care for themselves. They will be miserable and lacking the 

necessary love of  a proper eldest daughter and first child of  the family to 

take care of  them if  their first child does not secure big money 

employment. Consequently, you must enter a top-rated college. And what 

about the other subjects on the CEE? Are you going to write the special 

Sun-young CEE? The one that has only English? What about National 

Language? Maths? Science? Ouch! You fathead!” 10  

“My words are meaning on weekends,” I said. “If  I can enter such an 

institution, my listening ability will rise formidably. Then, I can do aces to 

my English section of  the CEE. And, you already know that I have top 

scores in all the other areas of  educational evaluation. In a turn, you need 

not worry.” 

                                            
10 This part is so sad. The intense love and affection your mother has for you really 

shines through in this part. My heart goes out to you. 
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“Moment,” Daddy said. “Cut out the foolishness. You want to arebite on 

weekends? What about using your leisure time on weekends to sharpen 

your head?” 

“Oh, authentically,” Mama said as she made an intervention. “Studying 

English at an institution is for harlots and tramps. Because your family is 

not in the top tier of  money earners are you ashamed? You have succeeded 

this far because your father supports you, your mother cooks you healthful 

food, and everyone prays for your success to succeed.” 

As you know, I am a sexy girl. But I am also a genius girl. So, using my 

good head, I made Daddy and Mama understand my position. “Then, if  

studying at an institution will make me enter SNU, will you actively support 

my bid?” 

Mama clicked her tongue at me. Daddy feigned the neck injury, like he 

often does after eating too many spirits of  distilled rice wine and so on. 

Saying those three magic words, “Seoul National University,” is like a 

goblin offering you the riches of  Tang for merely singing a song! 11 

                                            
11 What an analogy! Combining Corean folklore with the pressures of modern 

education and the push to have every child study at the Harvard of the East! 

Brilliant! 
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2. 

 

 

At that time, I knuckled down to study English. Nobody knocked 

oneself  out more than I knocked oneself  out. I bought every English book 

that was selling like hotcakes in the bookstore. All was for English and to 

realize my dream of  making aces of  the English section of  the CEE. Many 

studies for that time made me boring. I was more boring than I can 

describe. And, the time was more tired than I expected. I studied and 

memorized and studied and memorized.  

As is always the case in my case, listening was toilsome for me. No 

matter how much I listened and listened, it was to die for. An illustration 

from Roadmap to Listening Success in English, page 456: 

 

W: Honey, I lost my diary again. 

M: With all your promises? Where did you see it for the final 

time? 

W: Well, it was under the sofa. 
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M: Well, it’s not there. Oh, did you leave it on the stove with the 

carrots and various vegetables? 

W: No. And I checked in the oven. Can you check under the rug in 

the living room just beside the bookcase and next to the brown 

leather sofa? 

M: Nopey-dopey. What did it look like? 

W: It’s brown, like our sofa, but darker than our bookcase and 

lighter than our desk. 

M: Well, I think I found it! It’s here, beside the power drill. 

W: Pretty good guess, but I used the drill earlier today for my 

earrings. Oh, wait. Here it is! 

M: Beside the trophies and plaques from my marathon course last 

year? 

W: Almost. It’s under the floral arrangement that is beside the 

table which is over the carpet. 

 

Q. Where is the woman’s diary? 

 

Quickly, I grew tiring. So, when I wanted to take a rest, I retired to 

Young-bum’s room. The location of  my family’s only TV was Young-bum’s 
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room. As you know, our family was not persons of  wealth. Daddy and 

Mama existed in one room, I and Sun-hee existed in one room, Young-

bum existed in one room, and the other one room was a fusion of  kitchen 

and living room and greeting hall area. So, whenever we wanted to look at 

the TV, Young-bum had to grant us passage in his room. Because he was 

the youngest family member, he had no choice. 

On any one day, I made a combination deal from learning and 

entertaining by looking at AFKN. 

Let me introduce AFKN. 

AFKN means “American Forces Korea Network.” It is an interested TV 

channel that the American Army broadcasts in Korea. It has many 

programs, such as dramas, comedies and sports duels. Its distinguishing 

mark is no commercials. Yes, you are right. No commercials. Instead, it 

provides informative messages between broadcasts. An illustration: A man 

is drinking at the bar. He is drunken. His film is about to be cut. He stands 

up, shakes his torso like a wet chipmunk, and proceeds to his motor vehicle. 

But at the moment when he is about to ignite his vehicle and enter into a 

fiery accident that will abandon him from his platoon, he sharpens up. It is 
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an important message. When you drink like a rice cake, you must think of  

your platoon. 

Anyway, that day when I turned on the power of  the TV, I benefited 

from the mores of  AFKN in a different way. Young-bum was sitting on a 

chair at his desk. Contrary to my thinking, it was not a drunken man on the 

TV screen with driving lesson information. Alternative to that, there was a 

robust American woman walking down the street. She had on a poorly 

tailored jean mini-skirt and abominable brown horse-hoof  shoes that made 

my feet curl up like they were in a pair of  traditional Korean slippers. As 

she walks, men with short hair on their heads call out: “Hey you walking!”; 

“Yo baby!”; “Hey, my sister!”; and “Look at here, son!” The woman will 

not stop. She is racing. But to where? To a door! I understood much of  the 

English but I was unsure of  the message. Women with despicable footwear 

are scorned? Badly dressed women walk to doors? Rotund women are the 

object of  fascination for men with short-hair heads? Nevertheless, the 

most important thing is that I improved my English. Next time I saw a 

corpulent white woman, I could now say, “Hey you walking!” 

Suddenly, Young-bum turned his body in my direction. “What are you 
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looking at?” 

“It is an English channel. You cannot understand.” 

“Who, me?” 

“Yes. You cannot understand English broadcasts.” 

Secretly, I burned with pride. And then, I knew that Young-bum envied 

his elder sister who could understand such difficult matters. Young-bum 

rose from his seat and then lowered his body to the floor. “Give me the 

remote,” he said. 

For several seconds we hand-wrestled. Here and there our hands went 

and came. Finally, Young-bum succeeded and stole the remote con from 

my one hand like a colonial power takes rice from the poor to distribute to 

its army. 12 

“I am tiring of  watching American dramas and so on. Let us watch a 

gagman show instead.” 

So, we watched a gagman show. In the show, several top-rated and 

representative gagman had a challenge. They were in a stadium. On the 

track there was a body of  water. On the right-hand side were the six 

                                            
12 I shake with rage just reading that sentence. Good for you to bring up past 

injustices when another injustice is being carried out in the present. 
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gagman. On the left-hand side was an ox. It was a colossal challenge. It was 

a game of  tug-of-war with side ropes. Who will be deposited in the body 

of  water? Young-bum looked at the show from the edge of  his floor. I was 

boring. The show was puerile. 

When all the gagman lost and bounced into the body of  water, Young-

bum shrieked and howled like a tiger being alighted from. I let out an 

eructation. Then, on a dime, Mama entered the room. 

“My eye! What are you doing? Huh? What are you doing?” 

“Looking at TV.” 

“What?” 

“Looking at TV.” 

“In the world…Anyway, it is that time.” 

“What time?” 

“For the show.” 

The show! Mama was right! It was time for “Lightening Fast Z 

Operations.”13 

“But I want to look at ‘Airwolf ’,” Young-bum said. He was making a 

                                            
13 Note: “Knight Rider” 
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demo. 

Often, this problem arose in our dwelling. “Airwolf ” and “Lightening 

Fast Z Operations” came out on the TV at the same time every week. 

Sometimes, when Mama was at cooking or prattling (that is my joke), 

Young-bum received his wish well. And then he watched a crusading 

helicopter fly here and there for missions. But at other times, Mama wanted 

to look at her favorite drama, whose contents were about a handsome man 

in black leather who drove a talking-car around dangerous local areas. I also 

discovered it to be somewhat thrill-seeking and informative. But there is 

one fun thing I have to tell you. At the end of  every show, Michael (he’s the 

hero of  the show) kisses a different woman. At those moments, Mama 

always turns her body away from the TV because she is embarrassing.  

That day was not different. When Michael finished his lightening fast 

operation, he talked to his car for sometime about this and that. And then, 

he opened the door, reached for the closest free woman, and kissed her 

with passion. Mama turned her body. I looked closely for kissing tips. 

Young-bum burned with envy. 

When the show was completed, Mama rose from the floor. She reached 
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somewhere inside her body for a white envelope and then gave it to me. 

“Almost, I forgot. Daddy had a big week with the taxi fare customers. He 

earned a little more bread than mere breadcrumbs. This is your education 

fee for your private lesson.” 

I received the envelope well and put it somewhere inside my body. The 

next show started on the TV. It was “The Two Detectives of  Miami.” 14 I 

still wanted to take a rest from my studying. So, I looked well at the TV. 

Young-bum turned his face toward my face so he could look at my two 

eyes. “Private tutor fee? You are a person who is unbelievable. Why? Why 

do you do! Our honorable parents have no pocket money and you watch 

TV like an education-less girl and accept education fees from them.”  

“Me? Are you talking of  me, your elder sister and first child of  this 

family? You are pigheaded and ungainly. And, you will never enter college!” 

“What? You are a foal! Worse than a colt!” 

“And you are worse than a cub! Make quiet! This money in the white 

envelope will assist me to enter SNU. Support my dream to go to SNU! 

Presently! I say it!” 

                                            
14 Note: “Miami Vice.” 
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“Utterly! Our parents will die with anxiety. You continually act like a 

blockheaded girl and will lose your face. In the future, our whole one 

family will lose their faces because of  you! You will take away all our full 

faces, you face loser!” 

In a happy hour, Sun-hee entered the room and postured her body to 

the floor. Her tight-for-the-body shirt had a picture of  a midget cherub 

firing arrows from two crossbows over both of  Sun-hee’s giant honey pears. 

“Elder Sister, you have grown many dreams that so impress me. I wish I 

had your bravery.” 

“None of  your nonsense now! You, too, have many sensible skills and 

abilities. You are a sexy girl with hands that have adroitness. You could 

even turn Young-bum’s homely hair into an opus.” 

“My eye! You think your compliments will get me to teach you more 

about a boy’s hot pepper?” 

Young-bum pretended he was vomiting. I shook my head back and forth, 

this way and that. Sun-hee glowed at me like a sun on fire. 
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From March to July I had no opportunity to obtain an arebite. Therefore, 

I had no pocket money. In a turn, I could not realize my aim of  studying 

English at an institute. So, using all the tapes and CDs I bought at 

bookstores, I listened myself  to death. Over and over I listened to the 

sound of  foreign voices. There were dialogs, short conversations, long 

conversations, fill in the blanks, listen & answer, vocabulary, and so on. 

Sometimes the voices were very strange to me. At other times, I grabbed at 

an NS’s pronunciation. “Do foreigners have short tongues, too?” I asked 

one’s self. Until my proclamation to declare English emancipation, I did 

not know that anyone but Koreans had short tongues that changed their 

speech so severely. 

One important lesson I learned from my English conversation textbooks 

is that American family culture is very similar to Korean family culture. An 

illustration from Pathways to Your English Success, page 789: 

 

W1: “Hello?” 

W2: “Hi, Mom. It is Laura.” 

W1: “Who?” 
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W2: “Laura. I am your daughter.” 

W1: “Oh! Wow! How is your studying? Are you calling 

because you got an A?” 

W2: “No.” 

W1: “Are you calling because your teacher caned you 

again?” 

W2: “No.” 

W1: “In that event, are you calling because you have an 

injury?” 

W2: “It is funny that you should say that. But no, I am not 

injured. I am calling you because I have a big news.” 

W1: “News?” 

W2: “Yes, a big news.” 

W1: “What kind of a big news?” 

W2: “I am at the department store and they are having a 

Power Sale.” 

W1: “Power Sale?” 

W2: “Yes. Everything is 50 to 30 percent discount. What do 

you want?” 

W1: “Want?” 
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W2: “Yes.” 

W1: “Hmm. Okay, pick me up one sweater and some leggy 

trousers.” 

W2: “Thank you, Mom.” 

W1: “Bye.” 

 

When I did not listen myself  to death, I read and studied myself  to 

death. Mostly English. As I have said before, I am a master of  many 

subjects. Especially, maths is cinchy for me. Playing with numbers and 

logical algorithms is like eating duck soup to me. And, just as I could eat 

duck soup without an effort, I could do maths easily. 

That is the reason I spent so much time body checking difficult language 

problems. But in many good turns, I always returned to the same spot. And 

that is listening comprehension. In those days, Sun-hee was kindly and 

helped me. She read an English sentence and I tried to answer questions. 

Yet, Sun-hee’s accent was like a barbarian. So, I could not fully understand 

her. Nevertheless, we practiced until all the oxen came home. An 

illustration: 
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 Me:  Hello. Nice to meet you. 

 SH: Hello. I am pleased to meet you. 

 Me: How are you? 

 SH: I am fine, and you? 

 SH:  I am fine, too. 

 Me: Excuse me, but where is the post office? 

 SH:  I do not know. I am a stranger here, too. 

(and then, because I am a sexy girl who is also a genius, I 

disrupted the flow of the conversation with a natural 

intrusion.) 

 Me: Then, can I give you my name card? 

 SH:  ……………. 

Me:  You can e-mail me the instructions to the post 

office. 

 SH:  ……………. 

(I giggled for a long time. Sun-hee turned her head back 

and forth and was full of curses for me in Corean.) 
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3. 

 

 

Sometimes I let Sun-hee experiment on my head. If she was going to 

become a famous beauty culturist, she needed to practice not only on 

plastic doll heads with unreal hair but also on human beings’ hair. I had 

much of that. So, because I am the eldest daughter and first child of my 

family who has much responsibility, I offered Sun-hee to do this and that 

to my head. 

On any one day, Sun-hee and I were in the cosmetics room. Firstly, I sat 

on a stool several inches above the ground so that my knees were in a 

marriage with my chest area. “How do you want your head trimmed?” 

Sunny asked me as she dilly-dallied with a scissor in her hand. To be frank, 

she looked slightly maniacal. But I did not dare utter a breath. My head was 

in Sun-hee’s hands. What is interesting is that the moment I thought that, 

Sun-hee placed her two hands on my head. “Come on, Elder Sister. Pipe 

up and stop being as conniving as a high school boy trying to make merry 

with his hot pepper.” 
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My cheeks burned up in an arson fire of shame. “Truly! You have no 

pricks of conscience, do you?” 

“Gnawings of conscience are for true yokels and those who smell of the 

rustic. We may live in a small city, but I am definitely not a half-wit from 

the country.” Sun-hee had made a good point. “Anyway, how can I do 

your head?” 

I looked in the mirror with fierce eyes. Be confident, I said to one’s self. 

Then, with courageousness, I said to Sun-hee, “I want the body to be puffy 

and round. And, I’d like the body to be showy, too.” 

“It is known,” Sun-hee replied at once. Then, in a turn, she went to 

work. Here and there her scissor flew like a crane swooping across vast 

tracts of wooded land with wings unfurled as dynamically as an emerging 

nation throwing off the shackles of its agrarian and dynastic past.15 

14When she was finished, my head looked altogether brand-new. I 

turned to Sun-hee, my mouth as large as a rat’s hole, and said, “You have 

made my hair look…noblesse!” And then, the eye water came. 

                                            

15 A simile for the ages! Combining the beauty of your sister’s hand movements 

with the economic and political trajectory that Corea has followed since the 

Japanese were completely obliterated in World War II is a brilliant maneuver here. 
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Summer vacation started in July. I was exciting but hard to get an arebite. I 

had much confidence in my abilities and skills. So, I slugged at the 

pavement. No one tore at the pavement like me. Here and there, I went 

and came. No fast food establishment was safe from my pounding. I took 

interviews at every famous restaurant. There was McDonald, Burger King, 

Lotteria, Popeye, and so on. 

Finally, I scored! KFC took me under its employment wing. I was at the 

front line of  defense for the Colonel’s image at the University Ave. branch. 

I only made 3,000 won an hour. Yes, you are right. Only 3,000 won an hour. 

Can you believe such hyperbole? Nevertheless, I needed the money to 

realize my dream of  becoming institutionalized with English. 

But my dream came collapsing down in front my two whole eyes right 

away. After returning home from a long day of  welcoming customers and 

serving delicious chicken Jjinger Burgers, I had to run to the hospital. 

Daddy had entered the ER. I arrived at Samsung Hospital the moment 
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Daddy was going into surgery. 

“What the deuce?” I said to Mama. “How? How!” 

Mama was full of  eye water. Sun-hee was beside her and also had a face 

streaked in water. 

“Daddy suffered an extremely rare case of  aneurism.” 

My mouth was open so wide you could deposit 10,000 spicy rice cakes 

and many sticks of  Busan boiled fish paste into it. 

“Daddy was driving his taxi when it happened. One moment, he was 

driving. The next moment, he was not. Something exploded in his head. 

They rushed him to the hospital at once. Now, they are presently operating 

on his sick head. How, with all the wonderful karma surrounding Daddy, 

could this happen?” Mama said as she folded her head and looked 

downwards. Then, she looked up and began wailing. Moreover, she 

pounded her chest like a cartoon character that lives in the jungle with 

several varieties of  animals. 

The waiting area was cramped and crowded. There were so many people 

that it was similar to the cramped situation at Dongdaemun Subway Station 

in the morning. There were no seats and no empty spaces. Can you 
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understand? Maybe not. Anyway, grandfathers with clear tubes in their 

arms dilly-dallied up and down the aisles. Aunties with clear tubes in their 

nose went and came. People in chairs with wheels that moved rode around 

like it was a horse racetrack. 

For many hours, my whole one family waited in suspense. Mama was 

busy on her handphone for the time. Here and there, she phoned. There 

were three paternal aunts in Mokpo. There was a paternal aunt in Busan, 

one more in Yeosu and one more in Miryang. There was a paternal younger 

uncle in Namwon. There was the Eldest Uncle at the Big House in 

Incheon. Also, there was a younger Elder Uncle in Suwon. It was a frazzle. 

Finally, the doctor arrived. He stood in front of  us. We were sitting on 

the ground. “Are you the wife?” he asked. 

“Yes.” 

“Your hubby has suffered a serious aneurism. We have operated 

technically and carefully for much time. And, in the end,” he said like a 

master novelist, not finishing his sentence. For one second, and then two, 

and then three, the sentence did not complete. There it was, alone, 

disconnected from it its adjoining phrase that would give it life through a 
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subject and predicate. I swallowed some spittle and puffed my cheeks with 

air. This was it. This was the game day moment I read about in my 

Introduction to American Culture by Kim, Park, Lee et al. “He received the 

surgery well. He received the medicines well. Everything was received well 

on your master’s part. In actuality, you can now visit.” 

Mama rushed past the doctor fast and quickly. We, all of  the children of  

the family, trailed her like a wedding dress on a bride who is walking down 

a well-lit red carpet in a romantic wedding hall with sparkles and banners 

and paper confetti. 

Daddy looked tiring. He had a white turban wrapped around his head. 

There were many machines and red lights bouncing, too. It was very 

confused. One eye was closed. And, one eye was open. Mama grabbed his 

arm like it was a flatfish that she wanted to cut for dinner. We all three 

children stood behind Mama. 

“My honey, are you okay?” Mama said. 

“I am fine,” Daddy said in slow words. 

“We were all so worried about you!” Mama could not control her eye 

water. It came running down her two full cheeks. 
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“Fair enough!” 

“But my honey! We were so worried. Are you genuinely all right?” 

“No farther! I need to take the rest.” Daddy said. And then Mama 

understood. She could proceed no farther. 

“Yes, you are right. Take the rest. Take the rest!” 

We exited the room and filed back home. That night, all my whole one 

family did not sleep well. The next morning, we did not eat well, either. It 

was a gloomy day. 

On a good turn of  fate, Su-jeong telephoned me that night, and tried to 

cheer me up. “Hey presto!” she said. 

“Hello.” 

“How is the weather in Mokpo?” Su-jeong lived outside the boundary of  

Mokpo. As a result, she was like a mountaineer from the southern virgin 

soil. 

“Do you want to die in a welter of  confusion?” 

“Hold on, nature calls. I studied hard, and drunk so much coffee. As you 

know, coffee is diuretic. Therefore, I have a leaky faucet. Moment…” 

Su-jeong picked up the phone approximately several seconds after. 
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“Good feeling,” she proclaimed. 

“Hmm. Yes.” 

The moment Su-jeong heard my neck sound she could foretell a 

problem appeared to appear. “Do you want to go to a concert tonight?” 

“Concert?” 

“Yes. I have two tickets to a concert.” 

“Which singer?” 

“Yi Seung-hwan.” 

“Yi Seung-hwan? Wow! Sounds hwantastical!” 

“Okay. Then, I will see you tonight at the concert.” 

“I see.” 

Su-jeong chopped off  the line. Wah! She reversed my gloominess and 

made my feeling hwantastic! 

 

 

The concert was bored. A man with a poor fashion sense strummed a 

guitar and sang about foolish subjects like “love gone bad,” “love gone 
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weary,” and “love gone all the way.” I could not form a connection. His 

one leg was wrapped over his other one leg. He was casual, like the clothes 

he wore (his shoes were sneakers). I was ashamed to be present. Su-jeong 

did not pulsate. 

“Why do you make so much commotion when there is an angel voice 

singing to us about many things, and so on?” Su-jeong asked. 

I did not want to spoil the evening like kimchi spoils when left out of  

refrigerated devices for too long. “There is nothing. I just have a condition.” 

“A condition? A condition?” 

“Yes. A condition. Daddy is…”  

And then my face fell apart and eye water fell like a monsoon rain 

shower. I did not want to burden my friend with such troubles as my family 

news. Because, it would make her burdened. So, I left the hot issue and 

went home on the village bus. It was a sad night. 

 

 

The next day, Sun-hee returned to our home lately. She was wearing a 
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shirt that had a real estate phrase manifest across her chest: 

 

FOR RENT 

 

Also, she was lacking vigor, which was not unusual. She was often sick 

or injured in some one way. Many times it was because of  her rare case of  

diabetes. Thus, like always, I said, “Put some beef  into it!” 

Without sopping, Sun-hee said, “I am injured.” 

“Injured? Because of  Daddy? Well, perk up. Be of  good cheer. Daddy 

will be healthful soon. Even the doctor said that.” And then, because I am 

a sexy mild genius girl, I judged she had nose water and a tussis. That made 

me suspenseful. “What the deuce?” 

“I am afraid that I am entangled in the common cold. Worrying so much 

has caught me up to catching an ailment.” 

“It is so?” 

“It is so.” 

“Did you eat drugs?” I said in a concerned neck noise. 

“Not yet.” 
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“Ouch! Then, why do I not go to the chemist’s shop and procure some 

drugs for you?” 

“Do not care.” 

“Do not care? Why? Why it is so?” 

“I will proceed to the chemist’s shop tomorrow.” 

“That is tomfoolery! I will proceed at once to the village chemist and 

procure you many drugs to restore your health.” 

Then, I did as I said in good faith and procured three varieties of  drugs 

that Sun-hee could eat and benefit from. I went and came back hurriedly. 

When Sun-hee ate the drugs with much gaiety, I was sunshiny. And, I was a 

little gay. The next morning, Sun-hee rose from the bedclothes on the 

Corean underfloor heating system and cracked a smile. “Elder Sister,” she 

said. “Because of  the drugs I ate you have made me feel fantastical.” 

I did not crack a smile. I was stiff. To be an elder sister and first child of  

the family is my duty. Because I had fulfilled my duty, I was a prideful 

member of  my one whole family. 
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Daddy was released from the hospital one week after. As you know, he 

could not work. Not working for Daddy was a burden in two ways: (1) he 

could not earn the payroll.; (2) he was as frail as scallion kimchi and needed 

us to help him to do his everything. For me, there was no choice. I had to 

use the money from my arebite to contribute to our family’s coffers. My 

dream to be institutionalized in English had to be delayed. 

Because I was working so hardly, summer passed as quickly as cherry 

blossoms bloom and fall to the floor. Maybe you cannot understand. But 

sometimes cherry blossoms bloom and fall to the floor in one week’s time. 

Therefore, my metaphor means that summer passed as quickly for me as 

like one week. 

The only affair that was not irrelevant had to do with Sun-hee. One day 

in August, which is also the month that Corea celebrates Bright Return Day 

16
14, Sun-hee had a diabetes fit. Her blood sugar was low. She did not have a 

needle with her. So, she collapsed at her desk and started hyperventilation. 

                                            

16 Independence Day in Corea should be celebrated around the world, not by its 

English translation but from its Chinese characters. It should also be known as the 

day that the Japanese finally got what they had coming to them. Perhaps a note 

about Corea earning its independence on its own could be added here, too. 
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It was a gruesome. In a turn of  luck, I was walking by her room and had an 

extra needle in my pocket. I struck her with it well. She perked up. Blood 

sugar levels were raised. And, on a good note, Sun-hee lived to see another 

day. 

Then, summer ended. Fall semester began. My last term in high school 

as a third-grader. I had coarsely more than two months to excel my studies 

of  English to master level to pass the CEE and enter SNU. Daddy slowly 

recouped. His head was less and less injured. Gradually, he could move 

more adroitly. Mama never moved in her kindness to her one whole family. 

Day after day passed. She cooked healthful food that made our mouths wet. 

She cleaned so that there was not a particle of  dust or dirt to hinder our 

movement around our villa. Sun-hee studied like an indolent. Young-bum 

played computer games with a thud. 

On the other hand, I was a greasy grind with my studies. I was a real 

swot. I burned much midnight oil like a true dig. But for the riches of  

Persia, I could not bring my level of  English listening up to the master level. 

I was confounding. Listening to an NS speak English was similar to licking 

the skin of  a watermelon for me. I wanted to catch all their meanings. But 
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instead I often caught samplings, here and there. An illustration: 

 

NS 1: Hey, Pam. Nice dog. Where did you…and find that… 

NS 2: They don’t come cheap these days, Rex. I had to… 

NS 1: I’m…naked…at a party later on. Why don’t you… 

NS 2: Sounds too good to be true. Can I…swank a…for 

oil…to change the tires… 

NS 1: No problem. Why don’t you take off your...and 

gander… 

NS 2: …friction with the zipper…chaffing…hands here… 

NS 1: Wow…a giant panda bear! 

 

Fundamentally, catching the meaning was hardly than I had expected. 

But in measured tones, I bore on. Day after day. Day in, day out. After 

many days of  this, the Big Day arrived. Yes, you are right. The CEE. 

In the morning, Mama cooked a very favorable meal. I had rice and 

fermented cabbage and soup/gravy. Also, there was a yellow corvine fish 

lambasted in thick soy paste with red pepper cuttlefish to suckle on. My 

stomach was full to its mind’s content as I rode the bus to school that 
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morning. Traffic was not stuffy because it was the CEE day. Office workers 

and staffers were encouraged to go to work lately so that CEE students like 

me would move unimpeded. Consequently, I arrived at the CEE Testing 

Center early. I waited. I chewed sticky pumpkin candy so that I would stick 

to the test. I talked to my friends. Especially, I talked to Su-jeong. 

“Are you ready to look well at the CEE?” she asked me. She was waiting 

in a round-about way. 

“No,” I said with firmness. “I will fail the CEE and washout with a flop. 

And you?” 

“I too will become a cropper.” 

“Oh.” 

“How?” 

“How?” 

“Oh…” Su-jeong fired back at me with an answer. 

We were both suspenseful and dominated by fear factors. 

A finale. The doors opened and we entered the Testing Center. We sat 

down at our desks. Su-jeong was beside me. Or, in another view, I was 

beside Su-jeong. In yet another view, we were beside one another. 
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One, two, three. The test began. In the first, I closed my eyes. I put the 

picture of  Mama at a Buddhist Temple in my mind with an eye. I knew she 

was there. She was praying for my success, for our family’s success. I 

couldn’t make her disappointing. Su-jeong looked at me. Or, I looked at Su-

jeong. “Fighting!” she said with the spirit of  a tiger, which one day roamed 

the countryside of  our great peninsula. 17
14 

My own spirit roared at her through my two eyes. I smiled. Then, I said, 

“FIGHTING!” 

 

 

Eight hours and four minutes and approximately several seconds after, I 

proceeded out of  the Testing Center. I was fatigued. My brain was on leave. 

Su-jeong came out and had eye water flying off  her face. “What the deuce?” 

I asked. (Let me speak frankly. I also wanted to produce so much eye water 

that I could drown a rice field in water. But I reserved myself  to be a 

strong, fighting spirit.) 

                                            

17 Not that you don’t know this already, but wouldn’t it be better for the readers if 

they knew it was because of the Japanese that there are no tigers left on the Korean 

peninsula today? Something to consider. 
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“I blundered! I broke down!” 

“No, you didn’t. You passed the test with colors flying and a band 

playing.” 

“No no no!” 

“Reverse your thoughts!” I did not want to be inhospitable. But Su-jeong 

was becoming loco. So, she needed a reasonable voice to speak reason with 

her illogical state of  fear. “You triumphantly passed the CEE and will have 

badges of  honor to show for it soon. Now, let us hold hands and walk 

home together like two future SNU freshwomen.  

As we sauntered out the front gate of  the Testing Center, I heard boys 

erecting plans to drink soju until their film was cut: “I can eat several 

thousands of  bottles of  beer tonight,” one said. Another said, “And I can 

eat more soju than a company staff  party out for a social gathering!”  
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Yet one another said, “My eye, you sons of  female puppies! I’m going to 

eat so much intoxicants that I fly over Mt. Baekdu and pee on Kim Jong-il’s 

birth manger!” 
18

14 

But when I got home after holding hands with Su-jeong for the journey, 

I let forth abundant amounts of  eye water. There was no stopping it. Eye 

water fell like eye water from Eric Clapton’s heaven. Until I watched EBS 

and looked well at the answers to the CEE. Then, like a cosmos flower 

erupting in late autumn, I had pink all over me. There it was. The answers 

were on the TV monitor to the questions I had answered on the CEE. 

There they were! All the answers! And I did them. Almost all of  them! Well, 

almost all but the English listening comprehension parts that I did not slam 

dunk as anticipated. Nevertheless, with all my other some answers, there 

was no doubt that I would file into the chipped cement halls of  SNU next 

year! 

 

 

                                            

18 This could be scandalous! When North Korea learns of this story they will 

surely send secret agents to your house for reprisal. I strongly urge you to 

reconsider it. And how about Japan? They will surely gain something from this! 

Please, for the peaceful reunification of our peninsula, consider cutting this part. 
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4. 

 

 

Graduation day came in February. And then, SNU accepted me. But 

with sadness, Su-jeong was only received well at Mokpo National University. 

She had to stay in our hometown and fester like a hillbilly. That made me 

doleful. To study with Su-jeong at the same college was my dream. Now, 

that dream was broken into many pieces of  broken ceramics. 

After the high school graduation ceremony, Daddy handed me an 

envelope of  paper money. That made me so surprising. Mama spilled many 

eye water and hugged me with one arm. Young-bum clicked his tongue at 

me and said, “Now, you are responsible for giving me pocket money.” 

“Ouch!” I said. “You are a dullard.” 

Young-bum made moves with his facial position. 

“How do you feel, Elder Sister?” Sun-hee asked me. At that time, we 

were journeying to a restaurant for mudfish soup to celebrate my 

graduation. Her shirt had an interesting display across the chest area: 
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2 for 1 Sale 

Today Only 

 

“I am a little shivering,” I said. 

“But why do you quiver? Presently, you are a high school graduate. We 

are prideful of  you.” 

“Fiddlesticks! How can you say such words to Elder Sister? Presently, I 

am a girl without a major. What if  I do not enter the most famous 

department at SNU? The burden!” 

“How odd it is,” said Sun-hee all at once. “I applied for a famous beauty-

culturist school yesterday.” 

“But you have two more years of  high school left. You cannot quit now 

like a quitter.” 

“It is so. With Daddy out of  the game and our family in need of  pocket 

money, I decided to secure employment and realize my dream. The beauty-

culturist school proclaimed to deliver me an answer in one week after. Is 

that not so excited?” 

“I am so exciting! Congratulation! Good luck to you.” 
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“My eye!” Mama did. “Are you maidens talking about outlandish dreams 

yet again? We have come to the mudfish restaurant. This is the most 

famous mudfish restaurant in this sector of  the metropolis. Because the 

mudfish is from Namwon. Here! Let us go in at once.” 

When we returned home, Young-bum dashed to the cosmetics room 19
14 

“What the deuces are you darting for the cosmetics room?” Mama said. 

“I have loose bowels! Runs from my bum! The mudfish soup crushed 

my digestion.” 

“My eye!” said Daddy. “Get in the cosmetics room and relieve yourself  

of  the droppings that the mudfish gave you. Presently! At once!” 

“I will do so.” 

While Young-bum made mental anguish from behind the door of  the 

cosmetics room, I, Daddy, Mama and Sun-hee exchanged many words. I 

could recognize that Daddy was prideful of  his eldest daughter and first 

child. I had entered SNU! The first and only college student in all my 

whole one family. Mama was also replete with pride. She had not 

                                            

19 Should we inform readers here that your “cosmetics room” is actually a 

“hygiene room” in North Korea? Maybe there will be some readers who will have 

a great interest in bathroom culture and its many expressions around the world. 
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completed middle school. Lastly, Sun-hee was mindful of  pride because I 

was a SNU student. 

“Open the envelope,” Daddy ordered me. 

I did as I was ordered. Inside was many, many Korean-brand checks, 

each one for one million won. Breath escaped from me at a rate of  22 over 

7, which is coarsely equal to the ratio of  a circle’s circumference to its 

diameter. I was similar to a led zeppelin floating on borrowed time, ready 

to crash to the planet in much fire. I stroked my checks and thought of  all 

the clothing I could buy. Or all the clothing I could buy abroad! My heart 

was a still-life picture. 

After Daddy talked about the importance of  working hardly in life, I was 

not pluckless when I said, “Daddy, can I use this money to travel to abroad 

to extend my education?” Yes, you are right. My thinking was also where 

and how often I could shop till I fell over. But I could not reveal all of  my 

sexy mild plan at once for fear that Daddy would fall over. 

“Ouch!” Mama did. “How can you be so directly with Daddy?” 

“I am repentant.” 

“No, no. It is okay. I understand. Daddy and your mother have collected 
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paper money for whole ages for you. I made a promise to one’s self  long 

ago. When tigers smoked, that is. So, I will honor my promise. Because I 

am a man who always honors my promises. The day I stopped attending 

elementary school I said to one’s self  that my first-born child and eldest 

member of  the family would have fantastical riches upon graduation from 

high school. Now, you have achieved that dream. Congratulation to you.” 

“My bosom! Are you…” I said. But I could not finish the words because 

eye water streamed out of  my eyes like rainwater if  it rains. Then, when the 

water was turned off  from my eyes, I said, “It is my dream to travel to the 

West with this paper money, Daddy. And further my education, of  course.” 

From the cosmetics room, Young-bum languished. Mama clicked her 

tongue. “That rascal should not eat mudfish soup in the future.” 

“Anyway,” Daddy said. “It is settled, then. You will go to the Beautiful 

Country that was once known as the Rice Country and study hardly, 

burning the midnight oil. And if  you return, you will graduate from SNU, 

marry a rich man, and have many sons.” 

“And I will sculpt your hair like a real beauty-culturist if  you are on TV. 

And you will be famous!” Sun-hee said. 
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“Come now. Let us drink green tea all around,” Mama said. And, she 

went and steeped green tea in bags and we drank it well. The tea was a fine 

color of  green. 

“But Daddy,” I said with vacillation. “Canada is my dream to journey 

and study English. Not America.” Because I am not only a sexy mild girl 

but also a girl with genius I then said, “And, Canada is more cheaply than 

America. Rice is more cheaply and so is many other things.” 

“More cheaply?” Daddy said. 

“More cheaply?” Mama said. 

“It is so? More cheaply?” Sun-hee said. 

“THE YOUNG! ALL 18 OF THEM! ALL 18 YOUNG BROODS!” 

said Young-bum from the cosmetics room. 20
14 

“Then, you will be sent to Canada like a letter in the post on a motorized 

flight to Canada. I do not know what difference one country makes over 

another when the Occident is the Occident and spoiled kimchi is spoiled 

                                            

20 Are you sure this is the best translation for this sequence? Of course, it is rife 

with wonderful and terrific language. Surely, readers will not know that saying 

“18” in Korean can be a form of cursing, like gangbangers do in dangerous 

countries like Africa, Brazil and Japan. 
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kimchi.”21
 14 

“Gratefulness and acknowledgment, Daddy!” I said in a big voice. “Love! 

Love! Love!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            

21 Is your father a spicy cabbage expert? Why would he utter such a thing? 

Coreans don’t usually make such a comparison with spicy red cabbage that is 

usually too hot and spicy for foreigners to eat without rushing for a glass of water 

to quench their thirst from the delicious taste of the cabbage and extinguish the 

flames from their non-flame-retardant mouths. 
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5. 

 

 

One day after, I journeyed to the travel company to make a reservation. 

The personnel there was very friendly and full of  goodwill. “How did you 

come?” she asked. 

“Yes. I want one ticket to Canada,” I said with a prideful feeling. 

“To what metropolis? Canada is a very wide country. You have to land in 

one metropolis.” 

“How wide can one country be?” 

“Canada is as wide as Asia.” 

I swallowed my spittle. That seemed impossible. Of  course I had viewed 

Canada on a Mercator projection 22
14many times because I am a sexy mild 

girl who is also a genius. But my superior knowledge of  geography teached 

me that on a two-dimensional Mercator projection objects closer to the 

northern and southern poles were exaggerated. Therefore, Canada should 

                                            

22 Your genius is too much. How will readers know that you are talking of a 

simple two-dimensional map where Corea is misrepresented in size because of its 

proximity to the equator? Can you not rectify this in a future draft of this 

marvelous story which recounts much of Corea’s greatness? 
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be coarsely the size of  the Korean peninsula. 

“How!” the personnel representative said. “You must be a hillbilly.” 

The intrepidness! At once I said, “How can you be so stout-hearted to 

an honorable customer? Of  course I knew that Canada was as wide as the 

continent of  Asia. Who does not know of  this actuality? Only country 

pumpkins and graduates of  colleges lower ranked than Seoul National 

University, where I will be listening to lectures next March.” 

Manifestly, she was impressive with my words. 

“Seoul National University?” the personnel said. She was in awesome of  

my accomplishment. “Yes, of  course, honorable customer. What can I do 

for you? Which metropolis will you land at?” 

“They say that…” At the same time as making that sentence, I looked 

well at the Mercator projection behind the personnel’s desk. Here and there 

my eyes went. In a happy moment, my two eyes found the metropolis of  

my dreams. “Churchill Falls,” I said. 

“Where is that?” 

“You are ignorant and a dullard. It is the metropolis with the largest, 

most famous waterfalls in the world. Presently, make a reservation for me 
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there.” 

It required many turns of  the Mercator projection and many more uses 

of  the telephonic device that the personnel used from time to time on her 

ear like a portable music machine. But finally, I received my ticket. Soon, I 

would journey to the great and famous Churchill Falls. 

 

 

When I found the road to my way home, my bosom was swollen. I was 

overcome with felicity. Firstly, no person was home but Young-bum. “Did 

you eat rice?” I asked. 

“Yes. And Big Sister?” 

“Yes. What is wrong with your face? You appear to have lost your 

weight.” 

“Me? I have not lost my weight. It is the likeness of  prior to.” 

“Quite so. And then, what is that pimple doing on your cheek? You must 

cleanse your face more skillfully in the future.” 

Young-bum’s countenance became shameful. I decided to do him my 
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tidings. “I have procured a coupon for the Occident.” 

Young-bum clicked his tongue at me.  

I said, “Don’t click your tongue at me, you wretch.” 

“I’ll click my tongue at whoever I want.” 

“Be forbidden!” 

“What is forbidden?” 

“Tongue clicking!” 

“My tongue is as free as the seas are wide! I click my tongue at you! 

Renounce your journey plan. Presently!” 

Again, my bosom swelled with much swelling. Because I knew in my 

heart that Young-bum did not want to me to journey to abroad. That made 

me feel aspired for. 

“Sometimes I want to flog you like a donkey, Young-bum. But then you 

remind me why we are connected by blood and through an intricate series 

of  paperworks that prove our lineage. So, you make me want to say, We are 

family!” 

“You have gone into particulars.” 

“Particulars! Particulars! Do you not see me, your elder sister and first-
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born child of  the family, in front of  your two whole eyes!” 

In a turn, Sun-hee entered our apartment and divested of  her cute 12cm 

high heels, which had ribbons and lace at the front. Also, she had on a pair 

of  sexy jean pants and a shirt that said: 

 

100% Pure Beef  Patties 

 

“You are uproarious! Why are you two clamoring?” she said. 

“My eye! Are you returned, Sun-hee? Did you eat rice?” I said. 

“Yes, I ate rice.” 

“I reserved my coupon to ride a motorized flight to Canada today.” 

“With a great roar!” 

“Appreciative. But Young-bum does not also think so.” 

“Don’t grunt with disaffection!” he said. “You are the elder sister and 

first-born child of  this family. Where is your notion of  being a filial 

daughter? Be filial!” 

“By Jove! You are Young-bum. Ah, you are Young-bum…” 

“It is so. I am—” 
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“My eye! I received…” Sun-hee said. Without warning, she changed the 

contents of  our dialogue. 

“You received?” I said. My surprising was altogether fantastical. Young-

bum deserved to be sheared but Sun-hee had important words. That was 

manifest. 

“The beauty-culturist school. They accepted me to be a beauty-culturist 

apprentice.” 

“Why! Salutations on you! Did well! Did well!” 

“Don’t be unreasonable,” Young-bum said. “Sun-hee is a hair sculptor 

not a—” 

“You might get lost! Don’t censure our sister’s accomplishment.” I said. 

“But I cannot afford to enter the school. Because, I have no money,” 

Sun-hee said in a doleful neck noise. 

And then, our honorable parents entered the room. Until then, I did not 

know that they were coming. But they came and entered. Daddy asked 

what the unsettledness was about. We were all struck dumb.  

“Presently, Sun-hee has entered the school for beauty-culturalists. We 

need to be scummy for her.” 
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At that time, I saw the eye water in Sun-hee’s two whole eyes. Corean is a 

majestic language because we do not have to say what we are thinking in 

our heart to say what we are thinking in our heart. I knew what Sun-hee 

was thinking in her heart. And, in my heart I could feel her pain, anguish 

and torment. She could not afford to go to the school that would teach her 

how to shape persons’ head with her two hands. Her dream would be 

crushed like Corea is historically crushed like a small marine animal. 23
 14  

“Daddy, Mama,” I said. “Sun-hee deserves it.” 

“Deserves what, you imp?” Mama asked. She was unnecessarily cruel in 

her rebuke. But there was love in her neck sound, too. I felt it in my heart. 

“Sun-hee deserves the money that Mama and Daddy have collected. All 

the paper money you have collected. Sun-hee deserves it. Send her to 

beauty-culturist school. Kindly! Kindly!” 

“My eye! What kind of  a sound?” Daddy said. “What about your 

journey to the Occident and the waterfalls that rain down like eye water at a 

fantastical pace?” 

                                            

23 Excellent analogy. Corea being the traditional “shrimp between the whales” of 

Japan, China and Russia will not be lost on any readers here. Everyone will 

understand the plight that Corea has had to endure by being a peninsula surrounded 

by the traditional superpowers of Asia. 
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“It is all for naught,” I said. “Sun-hee deserves this kindly collection of  

paper money that you have.” 

“My eye! Are you searching for death! Don’t say such words. Our 

honorable parents have put together a collection of  paper money for you,” 

Sun-hee said. 

“And you stop your insignificance. Your dream is more important than 

my worthless, poor, stupid dream. You are Sun-hee, my younger sister. And 

then, I am Sun-young, the eldest daughter and first child of  this family! To 

be familial is to be of  family. And I want to be familial! Presently!” 

“Elder Sister, love,” Sun-hee said. 

“And I, too, love,” I said. 

 

 

But neither Sun-hee nor I could partake of  the paper money that Daddy 

gave me on graduation day. One day after, Mama confided a secret to me. 

The year prior, Daddy had co-signed a loan for his elder brother, who 

wanted to start a breeding ground for police dogs. It was an outlandish idea. 
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But my uncle was older so Daddy could not say “NO!” As Mama relayed 

the news to me like a journalist conveying the news, I sat on our underfloor 

heating system with shocking thoughts bouncing around my head. To one’s 

self, I thought, “How could Daddy be so inattentive? And why would he 

co-sign for a loan of  50 million won?” 

Then, just when I surmised that the story could not take any more wild 

one-way detours down frightening streets of  carelessness, Mama said, 

“Yesterday, the bank called Daddy. Your uncle has absconded and 

encamped. Therefore, Daddy is responsible for the 50 million won.” 

It was a full percussion. There was one part of  my sexy mild genius 

brain that heard the news and listened well. Then, there was the other one 

half  of  my sexy mild genius brain that would not receive the news well. It 

was like someone had severed my corpus collosum. 

“Now,” Mama said after sighing for the happy old days, “with Daddy out 

of  work, your mother will have to find work where one loses their prestige. 

One’s doom! One’s star! How could such bad tidings befall our whole one 

family like this?” 

My next move was not pre-planned, but it came snappily. “Mama. I will 
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return the paper checks that Daddy gave me yesterday. I can delay my 

rucksack tour of  Canada for another happy day. You and Daddy need the 

money more manifestly than me. Not even Sun-hee’s beauty-culturist 

school is as important as this. Presently, it is raining cats and dogs on our 

family. Therefore, we need to band together like a clan fleeing persecution 

and heading to Samdunsagari. 24
14 

“Don’t take any wooden nails! Daddy gave you the money.” 

“But Mama!” 

“No deal!” 

Not even me, the eldest daughter and first born child of  the family, 

could maneuver around Mama’s obduracy. So, that night, I crept into my 

honorable parents’ room after they had turned in and sneaked the money 

into Daddy’s jacket pocket. Inside the paper bag, I also inserted a letter. 

Here were the contents of  my letter: 

 

 

                                            

24 Brilliant. This exemplifies the hardships that Corea has faced in the past with 

your own family’s hardships at the same time. I only wish everyone knew of 

Samdunsagari when the Japanese invaded in 1592. So many lives would have been 

saved by those marauding sea terrorists. 
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Daddy, 

 

Yesterday, when you gave me the paper checks, my heart 

swelled with joyfulness. But upon scrupulous and 

conscientious reflections, I want to return them to you. You 

presented me with the greatest gift when you made me born. 

How can I pay you back for that gift? The answer is: I 

cannot pay you back. 

But this is not about payback. It is about felicity and being 

a filial daughter. So, please accept the money with gracious 

hands and a sea-wide heart. Daddy, you know you make 

me smile when otherwise a smile would not be imprinted 

on my face, do you not? Of course you do. Daddy, thank 

you for the gift of breathing a life of my own. 

Take a rest well in the coming days. Be healthful  

and careful not to catch a common cold or tussis. 

 

Sun-young 
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6. 

 

 

So, because of  haphazard circumstances, Mama had to find a job just 

before I left Mokpo for Seoul. Daddy would never drive again. His sick 

head could not endure the risk. And, while he regained his virility by taking 

the rest at home, Mama cleaned toilets at the Mokpo Bus Terminal. 

As for me, I had much time to play as a freshwoman. I got an arebite at a 

café near SNU. I worked three nights during the weekdays. I served 

customers beverages and light snacks. I was so boring from the job. But 

every moment I felt despair, I remembered my ill-omened one whole 

family in Mokpo. 

In my free time, I joined many clubs. First, there was the AFKN Club. In 

that club, we listened to interested radio segments from the U.S. Eighth 

Army’s radio station. It was often suspenseful. And then, it was also 

difficult. Because I did not meet an American before, I was not accustomed 

to their strange ways of  speaking. Therefore, I understood about one 

percent of  the broadcasts. It was very discouraging. In a good turn, elders 
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in the club made me full of  joy. “Don’t worry, Sun-young,” they said at me. 

“Once you listen to these broadcasts more than 100 times, it will become 

as easy as a banana split for you.” 

“You really mean the words you have just spoken to me? There is no 

jesting or joshing around in the same words you have just delivered?” 

“There is not,” they answered. “But we should discuss this matter 

further over much beer, soju 25
14 and so on tonight. Attend the bar by 5:00 

p.m.” 

 

 

Many fanciful events also transpired during that time. On any one day, 

when retuning to my one-room from school, I dropped across my friend. 

“Oh!” my friend said. She was very surprising. “Where to?” 

“Dear me!” I said with precision. “Are you so uncivilized that you do not 

concern yourself  with particulars about a person’s rice-eating habits 

                                            

25 Should we inform readers here that, aside from being the pride and joy of 

drinkers in Korea with a kick that is unrivaled anywhere in the world, there are 

more than three billion bottles of this 60-proof liquor sold annually in Korea? 

Really, its economic prowess is only matched by its delicious taste, which goes 

well with anything from fried squid to three-fold pork fat to Korean cow meat. 
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anymore?” 

My friend made a small closed-mouth with her mouth. “Well, did you eat 

rice?” she asked after losing her face. 

“Yes,” I answered. “You?” 

“Yes.” 

“Indeed.” 

“Yes. It is so.” 

“Then, where are you going?” 

“To Fiorella’s party. Do you want to come with me?” 

“Who is Fiorella?” 

“Don’t use your nerves! She is a foreigner. Therefore it will be funny and 

interesting.” 

“A foreigner’s birthday?” I said. I had never been to a foreigner’s 

birthday before. 

As you know, I enjoy new experiences. So, because this was a new 

experience and because I had worked hardly at work, I decided to answer 

in the affirmative. “But I don’t have a present for the foreigner except this 

plant which I happened to be carrying from the plant store.” 
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“Good plant.” 

“Thank you.” 

“Why don’t you give Fiorella that good plant?” 

And so we went to Fiorella’s birthday party. That was my first experience 

to meet foreigners. It was very different from my expectations. I and my 

friend rode the subway to Hong-dae, where Fiorella lived. 

Let me introduce Hong-dae. 

Hong-dae’s real name is Hongik (the name of  the school) daehakkyo 

(university). Thus, “daehakkyo” is shortened to “dae,” though it retains its 

meaning and every Corean knows what “dae” you’re talking about it when 

you attach it to Hong, so there is never any confusing about this matter. 

Can you understand? Maybe not. Anyway, there are many universities of  

higher learning in Seoul. Hong-dae is one such place. Hong-dae is famous 

for cultured people who do not like to study but instead like to play in their 

free time. I also like to play in my free time. So, Hong-dae hits it off  well 

with me. 

Fiorella’s two-room was located near the front gate of  Hong-dae. The 

neighborhood is also called Hong-dae. But that is not confused for 
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Koreans. We can separate the items on display depending on what you talk 

about. Do you see? Maybe not. Anyway, I and my friend entered Fiorella’s 

apartment with a plant, toilet paper and laundry soap. Yes, you are right. It 

was a housewarming party. 

My friend entered the front door. Fiorella came running up, deposited 

her arms around my friend’s neck and hugged her like an orphan. I was 

surprising. “How are you?” Fiorella asked. Then, she asked, “And why 

didn’t you…” I could not understand anything after the first three or four 

words. 

My friend turned to me and said (in English!), “This is my friend. Her 

name is Sun-young. She loves boys.” 

My mouth began doing gymnastics exercises. How could my friend be 

so saucy! Of  course I was a fan of  inter-sexual love, but my friend did not 

need to make a public announcement! 

“Hi. I’m Fiorella,” Fiorella said. “Where…?” 

I angled my head sideways. Her accent was wrong. Catching her meaning 

was very troublesome. “Please…could…yes…and a few,” I said. Ah! What 

is happening, I said to one’s self. The words were there! In my brain! But 
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they did not come out my mouth right. I was so nervous that perspiration 

began running up and down my body like tributaries of  the Han Gang 

River. 26
14Here and there the perspiration ran. It’s shameful to admit this, 

but I wanted to produce eye water. I had studied English for many years, 

very hardly, read every book on the subject that sold like hotcakes, looked 

well at exams, listened with ferociousness to audio tapes, and so on. But at 

the game day moment, everything shattered in my good head and crashed 

down around my feet like streamers at a wedding. 

With suddenness, a foreign man approached me. 

“Hey there, sexy. Are you…or are you just…?” he asked. 

“Am I?” 

“I love Corea.” 

“Really?” 

“Oh yeah. It’s sooo Oriental. Everything’s sooo…and the…are...with squid 

and the pancreas from a bear…Don’t you think so?” 

I thought of  a defense strategy to weld off  the assault from the 

sentences that pierced me like bullets through a bullet-proof  vest. “Where 

                                            

26 As the mightiest river in Asia, and the source of life for so many in the Hub of 

Northeast Asia, that is no small feat! 
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are you from?” 

“I’m from Nebraska.” 

“Oh…” 

“We love corn in Nebraska. It’s…that it grows…over my head…millions 

of  people…a sexy little two-step dance…oil and money…Republicans 

are…but you know that, right? 

Quickly, I said to one’s self. “What is your blood type?” 

“My blood type?” 

“Yes. What is your blood type? Is it noblesse?” 

He turned around and disappeared.  

From that moment to the end line, conversations traveled in a similar 

style. “Where are you from?” I said to any one man. 

“I’m from the Midwest. You’ll have no idea…Coreans have absolutely 

no clue…I’m teaching English at a hawkwon….school is shit…dumbass 

kids…I hate my fu…and the other teachers are fu…” 

“Do you like hot food?” 

The man looked at me like I put his favorite puppy dog into dog soup. 

“Hot food? Are you serious? I freak…when they…red and…stomach 
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death…” 

“Oh. How about soju? What is your alcohol maximum?” 

“What?” 

“Your alcohol maximum?” 

“That’s a stupid question.” 

“Oh.” 

“Fu…country…no morals…and you…” 

“Oh.” 

“And what I really hate…white stripes…dumb suits…plastic shoes and 

white socks…damn people are…” 

I lacked assurance. I was a statue of  diffidence. So, in turn, I asked, “Do 

you speak Corean?” 

“What?” 

“Can you speak Corean? I am asking because—” 

“Why would I…and the stupid…Coreans should all speak English 

anyway, ’cause it’s the…grateful to people like me…and I speak American 

good.” 

“I have to attend to my friend,” I said before he had a chance to run on 
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with his run-on sentence. I left the saddest man I had ever met in my 

whole life. He made me feel terrible for days afterwards because he was so 

sad. I never knew that foreigners like him were so hard in Corea. 

Several minutes later, I discovered the courage to introduce myself  to 

another foreigner. “Hello,” I said. “I am Kim, Sun-young.” 

“Yeah, I know. I’m the guy from Nebraska, remember?” He looked 

angry. “Anyway, I’m going outside to have a smoke.” 

Then, he left. But I truly did not recognize him. Foreigners were more 

hardly to recognize than Coreans for me. You are thinking, How can a girl 

with such frozen thoughts say such a hot-issue remark? But it is true. Even 

foreigners have a difficult time going about with finding other foreigners. 

Gateway to English Success (p. 123) provides one illustration that I have never 

forgotten: 

 

Dick: Nice picture, Jane. 

Jane: Thank you, Dick. I took this photo when I was in 

Jeju-do Island. 

Dick: Oh! Is that you on the horse? 
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Jane: No, I’m the girl with the pigtails. 

Dick: Near the pig farm? 

Jane: No, that’s my cousin. I’m the one with a striped shirt 

on. 

Dick: Now I’ve solved it. You’re the girl in the front row 

of the rugby scrum. 

Jane: Good guess. That’s my best friend Brettave. We 

look alike. 

Dick: Then, that must be you in the soup line, waiting to 

get some soup. 

Jane: Good eye! But that is my mother. We also look 

alike. I’m the one with the tiny skirt on and 14cm high-

heeled high heels. 

Dick: Nailed it. Nice hat. 

Jane: Actually, that’s my Uncle Jim. I’m standing beside 

him, the girl with the Bingo card in her hands. 

Dick: Oh God! You haven’t changed a bit since this photo 

was taken. I could pick you out of a police lineup any day! 
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Anyway, finally, when I could not endure anymore, and when I lacked 

confidence to approach various foreigners because I introduced myself  or 

because they were sore about corn and what not, I told my friend I wanted 

to leave. At that time, my friend had a jag on. Also, she was sitting in the 

boy’s lap and allowing him to touch her parts of  the body. 

“Please stay near here,” my friend said in English. In English! Everyone 

looked at me. But I was not in one’s cups like all the party revelers. So, I 

could not get into their groove. Therefore, I took my leave and left my 

friend to play around with a strange man whose hair was tied in knots all 

the way down his back and who wore sunglasses inside the two-room at 

night. 

 

 

After Fiorella’s birthday, I was intriguing. I needed to overcome the Cold 

War with speaking English to foreigners in public viewing areas. Let me 

also be frank. Foreigners were slightly mysterious because I could not 
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concoct how they processed their thoughts. Also, it was good practice for 

my English listening. My experience at Fiorella’s party was not completely 

consistent. But I was not discouraged. I had viewed many movies. 

Therefore, I knew well that Americans and other foreigners were 

kindhearted and full of  bliss. So, in line with my theory, I sometimes 

ventured to meet foreigners in the only place I knew: Itaewon. 

Let me introduce Itaewon. 

Itaewon is a plaza of  different tastes and smells and garbage. It has 

fashionable Pakistan, Cyprus, Malta and Nashville food. It has varied 

drinking bars that serve alcohol without side dishes. Yes, you are right. NO 

SIDE DISHES! Only after journeying to Itaewon did I learn that 

foreigners from foreign countries eat beer and cocktails without food, etc. 

Also, the shopping is palatial. There are black men selling gold things. 

White women selling white things. Corean peoples selling socks. And, there 

are assorted peoples selling varied things. I was surprising, because Coreans 

in Itaewon talk to everyone who is a foreigner. But if  you are Corean they 

look at you like soiled fish.  

On my first experience in Itaewon, I walked down the thoroughfare with 
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confidence. In other quarters, men would swivel their heads. Women would 

look at my high heels and then marvel at my legs. But in Itaewon, I was a 

pig’s head. “Hey damsel,” one man said to me. “Stand off  to the side. 

There is an American who wants to procure my goods. My socks are more 

superior than any other vendor on this boulevard. Make room!” 

I was shocking. But I complied with his regulations. 

Suddenly, a melodic voice said to me in Corean, “Excuse me. Is you a 

Christian?” I turned my body and looked at the person who said the words 

at me. There was a foreigner before my two eyes. This did not stand to 

reason. Foreigners do not speak Corean. And, he was a white foreigner! 

“Come again for me?” I said in English. 

The foreigner answered in Corean, “Is you a Christian? If  Christian is, you 

come to my church.” 

Do you know that rare moment when you look at the sky in the daytime 

and you see a flaming object that is not the sun or the moon and it is 

streaking like a crazy streaker who does not believe in donning a wardrobe? 

Capture that feeling for a moment. That was how I felt. His accent was 

coarsely strange, his grammar was a wrench, his intonation was some 
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quantity of  faulty, his choice of  words was not precisely, and his 

mannerisms did not match his stature. But he spoke Corean very well. So, I 

said, in Corean, “Wow! You speak Corean very well.” 

“Sank you,” he answered. “I am Smith.” Then he pointed to his name tag, 

which read “Elder Smith.” I was so exciting! It was a brilliant coup! Why 

could not all foreigners wear name tags so that their difficult names could 

be easily remembered? 

“Hello, Elder Smith. I am Junior Kim.” 

“………………………”  

Of  course, my sexy mild humor went through his head. “That is my joke.” 

“……………………..” 

“Well, if  it pleases you, I am Christian,” I said. 

As you know, foreigners have large eyes. But his eyes went bigger. His 

long blonde eyelashes touched his forehead as he slapped one hand on his 

Bible that he happened to be carrying. His sleek and clean white Y-shirt 

and smart and tidy black pants made me trust him. I am not a religious 

person but this was the first foreigner I felt comfortable making deals with. 

So, following my heart, I followed him. 
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First, we rode a bus. Then, we transferred buses. Finally, we arrived in 

Sinchon, which is a young person’s paradise. 

Let me introduce Sinchon. 

It is a bastion of  women. There are three big universities nearby. 

Especially, E-Dae, which is a womans college, is nearby. So, it is chalk full 

of  women who think they look sexy mild. But in reality, they are only mild.  

That is my joke. 

After getting out of  the bus, we walked several meters to a byway. There, 

we turned right. Up and up we climbed until we reached his religious home. 

He called it The Temple but it looked like a church. We entered the 

grounds which were protected by a security guard. It was the first time for 

me to see security guards guarding a church/The Temple. Elder Smith 

explained it was for protection of  The Temple people. That made sense. 

On the grounds, we dilly-dallied here and there. Over some grass. 

Through a building. It was blissfulness. Elder Smith was an English 

gentlemen the whole time. Then, we sat on the grass (I had never even 

stepped on grass before that day. Because, in Corea, if  you step on grass 

you are chased off  by a security guard) and Elder Smith told me how his 
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great-great…grandfather was a prophet of  God who accepted the Book of  

Mormon as scripture. That was interested because I had never met 

someone who knew someone who had talked with God. He told me the 

story of  the Mormons. They were chased away from many states in the 

east. They were heckled by others everywhere. Many of  them threw their 

goods and belongings into a handcart. Then, they walked across parts of  

America. Finally, they settled in the beautifully arable land of  Utah, which 

has more farmland than Israel, Elder Smith explained. They were pushed 

down. They were persecuted. They were bullied. With each story, my heart 

began singing in pansori. 27
14 

In the end of  the story, Elder Smith asked me to become a Mormon. 

Peakfreaness! It was like nine clouds assaulting me from a blue area. 

Mormon? Me? Now? I told Elder Smith that I was unsure. 

“Please,” he begged in Corean. “I to you teach English for free if  you becomes 

member of  our cul…a member of  our tribe.” 

“But I speak English.” 

“I provide housing and other extraneous equipment for free if  signs up you.” 

                                            

27 My own heart is crying out in pansori. The plight of the Mormons is no 

different than the plight of Coreans. I really wish you had married this boy. 
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“But I live in a one-room.” 

Elder Smith turned into a madcap. “I will heaven’s door make and 

provide…you…to walk.” 

“Who?” Elder Smith’s Corean sentences had become confused. 

“Heaven...You enter…Me take you…You like…It good…You see…Me love you 

long time!” 

Elder Smith was talking like a barbarian now. It was time for me to run 

away. So, in a turn, I ran away. 

I never saw Elder Smith again. But sometimes when I am blue and 

lonely, I think of  his great, great…grandfather and how lucky I was to 

meet someone who knew someone who had talked to God. 
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7. 

 

 

The rest of  my freshwoman year passed quickly. Like a speedy auntie 

making rice rolled in dried laver. But on the last day of  class, when I was 

feeling as gay and sunshiny as the spring sun, Sun-hee phoned me. It was 

an emergency. Mama had caught a rare eye disease. 

I rode the first bus to Mokpo that I could ride. The bus whizzed along 

the motorway. It felt like the bus driver was knowing my reason for 

returning to my hometown. 

I arrived. I proceeded to my villa. There was Mama, sitting on the 

Corean underfloor system. She looked despondent and hungry. “Mama?” I 

said. “Did you eat rice?” 

“What use is there for an old woman to eat rice when she has lost the 

ability to see with her two eyes?” 

“How? How? How?” I said as I slid onto the floor like a baseball athlete 

sliding into the second around the horn. 

“It was swiftly and painless. But in the final frame, I lost my sight. I am 
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now a blind old woman who can do nothing but be a burden on her family.” 

Sun-hee hit the ground with force. “Our mother is without confidence 

but I know she can recover with swiftness. She has the gumption. Tell her, 

Elder Sister.” 

“Mama, you have the gumption. You will see again on any one day soon. 

Don’t fret for now. First, you have to eat and revitalize your body’s ki so it’s 

in tune with the meridians. Maybe you should eat some healthful food that 

Sun-hee and I can whip around the kitchen.” 

“Rats! No food for poor, miserable, suffering, desolate Mother.” 

Then, Daddy entered. He looked like a rice cake which had just been 

beaten flattened. “Daddy,” I said. “Put some beef  into it! Make cheer of—” 

“So trifling…” 

“What is trifling, Daddy?” Sun-hee asked. 

“Bear a mishap rather willingly as the price for forestalling a misfortune 

of  greater degree.” 

“…………………………….” 

“Oh…” 

“Daddy,” I said with uncertain feeling. “Did you eat rice wine tonight?” 
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Daddy left the kitchen. 

There was nothing more to say or do, or do or say. Mama needed some 

stock in her soup. And, I could do that. 

 

 

A textbook once teached me that when it rains cats and dogs, it pours cats 

and dogs. In a summary, that was what happened to my one whole family. 

After Mama lost her sight, the Bank came to our door and asked for the 

money that Daddy had co-signed for. They had waited long enough, they 

said. They wanted their money. Daddy went wild in a spontaneous moment. 

He was wearing half  pants and slippers too small for his male feet at the 

time. His undershirt was stained with rice wine and so on, too. It didn’t 

appear well for him. They gave us a closing decision: move in one week. Or 

else. 

It was like an American Western movie when the sheriff  comes riding 

into the hamlet on his horse. Everyone cowered. Except Daddy! Even with 

his half  pants falling to the wayside he put up a good fight. We all the rest 
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of  the family stood by and were prideful. 

But it was all for naught. The bank was not telling a lie. They came one 

week after and seized our house like it was a prize pumpkin ready for the 

eating. So, I, Daddy, Mama, Sun-hee and Young-bum all bought electronic 

tickets at the bus terminal and processed to go up to Seoul together. 

Mokpo was now the past. The capital city was our future. 

 

 

My whole one family moved into my one-room. Yes, you are right. We all 

lived under one ceiling that was coarsely eight pyung. 28
14 Daddy and Mama 

slept under one coverpane. For a sad fortune, I, Sun-hee, and Young-bum 

slept under another coverlet at the feet of  our honorable parents. 

Because Daddy was too weak to work and Mama was blind, we all three 

children went to work. While Mama banged her way around my 

kitchen/living room/bedroom, Sun-hee and Young-bum sought 

                                            

28 Westerners don’t know anything about classical systems of measurement. We’ll 

have to give them a figure here that they can relate to. I have two suggestions. 

Which one do you think is better: “My one-room was 25 square meters,” or, “My 

one-room was equivalent to a prison cell for vertically challenged people”? 
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employment. Of  course, I already had employment at the coffee shop. 

Soon, Young-bum and Sun-hee discovered work. Sun-hee was hired at a 

hair emporium where she could learn the art of  cutting hair by standing 

beside seasoned veterans who had cut hair for many years. She would catch 

the hair, wash the hair and sweep the hair. On another hand, Young-bum 

found work at a chop suey house delivering dishes via his autobike, which 

we had much experience carousing around the boulevards of  Mokpo. On 

any one night, he would return home from his chop suey house and be 

splattered with food of  this and that. Here and there, all over his clothing. 

“What the deuce?” I asked. 

“My autobike hit a speed bump and the discarded food flew all over me 

like water on the shores of  Jeju-do Island during the rainy season. 29
14 

“Ouch! That is odious!” 

“Who are you to revel in Princess Disease?” 

And so we bantered on like this, back and forth, all summer. 

At the time, I too went about my business of  serving hot drinks and 

light snacks to lovers and couples and other two-people pairs. How quickly 

                                            

29 Powerful analogy. With Jeju being the Tourist Hub of the Korean Straits, this 

will alert people to an important future hotspot for travelers to Northeast Asia. 
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the days and weeks elapsed into other days and weeks. Soon, it was another 

spring, another freshwoman year. Only, this time I was now a sophomore. If  

you can believe my words, that year, and the two others that accompanied 

my four-year degree, went by with acceleration.  

Except for my studies, the only interested information that happened 

was the people I met. Especially, I met many kind and warm-hearted 

institutionalized teachers after my forays into Itaewon and Hong-dae. 

Sometimes I went there by myself. Sometimes I went with my friend. It 

depended on the situation. 

Often, after meeting a foreigners, I said, “What the heck? I did not listen 

to reason. Once again, please.” Listening comprehension was not 

becoming any easier. Thankfully, the teachers were sweet-flavored and 

melliferous. They caught my meanings. They slowed their words. That was 

blessedness. And then, after we had chummed around a bit, much of  my 

teachers were kindly to invite me to eat beer and so on after class. After 

studying hardly, the teachers said, “Let us go and play.” 

I liked playing, so I said, “OK.” I wanted to utter more words. But my 

English was poor. Maybe they thought I was not a genius girl with various 
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sexy mild features but a dull-headed hayseed. 

Alternative to my thinkings, they sprayed me with tender feelings. To be 

frankly, sometimes at the singing room, after eating many beer and so on, 

the teacher became warm. But then, out of  the blue moon, he did strange 

things. “This song is for us to sing while holding hands,” the one said. 

Another said, “My pants are chaffing me. It would be wholly better to 

remove them and sing.” Moreover, one teacher said, “You will sing better if  

you remove the garment that is covering your chest area.” 

As well, one kind Canada man whom I had met outside a police box in 

Itaewon took me in-line skating along the Han Gang River. Until then, I 

have never in-line skated. So, when Go-Go (Yes, his name was somewhat 

representative of  new-age man. He told me he earned his name while 

pressing buttons on a record machine in Hong-dae one night.) took me on 

his autocycle to the basin of  the Han Gang River, where kites fly like a 

crisp, clear Chosun market day, I was a little quaking. One skate and then 

two skates. They went on my feet. Then, some protective clothing for my 

knees and elbows. In a finale, I placed a helmet on my bouffant. Now, I 

was prepared to race along the path that was partly cement and partly dirt, 
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gravel, rock and silicone. 

We started. Go-Go held my protected elbow. He wore no protective 

clothing, no helmet and only a minimal of  rags-like clothing. But he was 

confident. One step. Two steps. Three steps…I threw my arms up and 

clung to him like a child who has seen a white clad woman with long, long 

black hair at night. Then we fell. Go-Go’s shoulder was scratched here and 

there. His sunglass broke in many pieces. Go-Go cussed. I lowered my 

head in shame. I wiped away some hairs from my head. But then I had an 

idea. For goodwill and diplomacy, I removed my in-line skates and raced to 

the nearest stand. There, I bought some inkfish and dried cuttlefish. I 

hurried back to Go-Go and presented him with my gift. In a degree, it was 

a piece of  my heart for the suffering he had endured at my expense. In that 

way, a small piece of  han will connect us, I said to one’s self. 30
14 Go-Go 

muttered. He threw his arms around. And then, he was gone. Putt, putt, 

putt went his sky-blue 100 CC autocycle.  

 

                                            

30 You are clearly a selfless person who has been through much heartbreak, loss 

and tragedy in your life. For you to reach out in such a symbolic and meaningful 

way – the seafood being both the root of substance and the source of life in a 

rebirthing vehicle (like water) – is moving. 
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Let me be frank. It seemed the more time I spent with foreigners, the 

less I understood them. 
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8. 

 

 

On the last day of  my studies as a senior (my fourth freshwoman year), 

something devastated happened. Young-bum was going over a speed bump 

on his autobike. His discarded Chinese food flew into his face backward. 

That was not unusual. The unique point about this transgression (driving 

an autobike without sight is illegal in Corea) is that he lost his sight, like our 

mother was blind. Then, in a turn, a little girl ran from the curbside post 

she was dawdling at. She saw the food. Maybe she was an orphan. Who 

knows? I do not. But the tart pecked away at this and that like a speckled 

bird in a city square. And then…a truck with manifestly 18 wheels and 

contents of  fire and nuclear reactor waste was bustling down the boulevard. 

In a moment, Young-bum (my younger brother!) made a decision. He 

wrestled from his back, extracted oneself  from his autobike and threw 

oneself  in front of  the harlot. Like a tiny snake making its first movements 

in the rough, he went this way and that. But it was too late. Before he could 

count to seven (lucky seven), the 400-ton truck ran over his leg. He was 
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picked up in an emergency car and rushed to the hospital. Many well-

informed doctors looked at his gnarled leg. They agreed. They had to cut it 

like a roll of  film. So, Young-bum became an impediment person in the 

blink of  one eyelash. Yes, you are right. Young-bum lost his leg in the call 

to duty. 

Thus, with Daddy recovering his health, Mama a blind, and Young-bum 

a one-leg man, I and Sun-hee now had to work harder. So, we worked 

harder. Maybe you cannot understand our burden at that time. We had to 

earn the wages for a whole one family on the shoulders of  two girls. That 

is why, a degree from SNU coming into my hands soon, I applied at many 

famous jaebul. 

Let me introduce jaebul. 

A jaebul is a plutocracy. They are superman-big companies that control 

everything from oil to sunglass to computer to car to television to socks to 

advertising company to shoe factory. And so on. If  you work for a 

financial clique like Samsung, Hyundai, SK or LG, you will be a Croesus. 

But while interviewing with these famous plutocrats, I remembered that 

there was more to life than just making won. Making won was nice. But 
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you need to be happy. So, in a happy moment, I turned my thinking around 

like a compass and started applying at companies that caught my fancy. 

That was advertising. 

Advertising was always there for me. Well, because I viewed many 

commercials, CFs, advertisements, and so on, I was familiar with these 

images of  beautiful people doing romantic things for uninspiring objects 

such as cold barley tea. For an addition, I was linguistically capable 

(especially in National Language) and also in English. Therefore, I 

reasoned, I could be a hit product at an advertising company. 

I took the interview at a famous company. They asked me many 

important questions, such as “Where is your family from?”; and “Where is 

your university degree from?”; and “What is the most important quality in 

an office worker?”; “Are you married?”; and finally, “How much do you 

expect to make at this company?” 

Then it was over. I returned home. Mama, Daddy and Young-bum were 

looking at the TV. I took the rest. Several days later, they contacted me 

from the famous company. I went back and chatted about this and that.  
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In a moment, they hired me. Yes, you are right. I was a personnel at ABC 

Advertising, Inc! 
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9. 

 

 

When I started my job at ABC Advertising, Inc! I had many 

responsibilities. I had to deform words into phrases that were swallowable 

for the masses. I had to make green tea look like white tea; I had to make 

white, fatty gasoline look like yellow elixir; and I had to make short persons 

look like tall persons. In actuality, that was not my job. That was the PD on 

the set who could spin magic like a spinster with yarn around short persons 

who wore high-heel shoes to boost their erectness. 

Anyway, at that time, my salary was like a mouse tail 31
14 But I endured. 

The outset: we had many corporate accounts flooding us like many dykes 

bursting with water. Often, I worked so hardly that I had tired blood. 

Especially, I worked hardly with two people in my team. One girl was So-

eun. 

Let me introduce Kang, So-eun. 

So-eun is a soybean paste girl, because she frequents Starbucks to take a 

                                            

31 Just like Koreans were suppressed under the Japanese. Some things never 

change! 
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rest in felt chairs with strange coffees. 

That is my joke.  

But it is not really my joke.  

So-eun is my junior. She is one year younger than I. Therefore she is 

green with envy for me. Also, if  I make a mouse tail, So-eun makes a small 

quantity of  a mouse’s tail. On many mornings, when I enter work with 

expensive and shiny high heels and shiny stockings, So-eun looks at me 

with a tranquil eye. 

P.S. She has a tender passion for Team Leader Park. 

Now, you are asking, Who is Team Leader Park? That is a fair and good 

question. 

Let me introduce Team Leader Park. 

Team Leader Park’s full name is Park, Bum-suk. Not only is he my elder, 

but he is also bossing the show. He is slightly tall, not short, with black hair 

cut tightly on the sides like an army man. His eyeglass is shaped like 

Harvest Moons. His teeth are nice. But he is always smoking cigarettes. So, 

he smells like a cigarette factory. Except after lunch. At that time, he smells 

like a soy sauce factory.  
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That is my joke. 

One night after he had worked for all the nighttime he said to me, “You 

look to have a watery stool. Why?” 

“Ohhhhhhhh,” I said. “How? Truly! How, Team Leader!” 

“Sun-young, you have to endure. Endurance is your success partner.” 

“But my co-worker whom you know and goes by the name Chu Deok-

dam (I won’t introduce him because he is unkind and foul) is always trying 

to boss the show, even though we are contemporaries. He makes me feel 

like he is bullying me with his words. Why does he act like a pimp in a 

schoolyard?” 

“He was probably the victim of  a schoolyard mack when he was 

younger.” 

“Truly?” 

“Truly. Even whoremasters like Director of  a Department Chu have a 

skeleton in the cupboard that they don’t wish to bring back to life and 

make walk again.” 

Sincerely, Team Leader Park made me feel righteous with his words. But 

he was not a stolid person. So, he could see there was more to my 
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condition than a mere procurer in my workplace. 

“What else of  your condition?” he asked in a neck sound that made me 

hard. 

I could not contain the real reason for my miserable state of  affairs. “I 

feel like wet grass all the time.” 

Without a breath swallowed, Team Leader Park said, “Then, you must 

sleep more in your free time.” 

That was sage advice. “But I have no free time, Team Leader. I work 

until tiny hours of  the night every day. Then, I go home and…” 

“Nonsense. You must do what I do on the weekends to plug up your 

battery.” 

I waited keenly in anticipation. Seniors always have useful advice for 

juniors. In this case, I was a junior. Team Leader Park was a senior. 

Therefore, his advice would be sound of  mind and body. “You must drive 

to a mountain, park your car, relax your seat like a flying bed, and drift off  

to sleep. However, you must keep your car running, air conditioning on, 

windows open, and have your vehicle TV playing.” 

“But I do not have a car,” I protested. As you know, I never demo, but it 
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was still a firm protest. 

“Nevertheless, you must take your car to a secluded spot on a mountain 

and dream of  Kim Sat-kat as his poetry penetrates your wet grass brain.” 

Verily, I shook my head up and down. How could I disagree with my 

senior, who was also the boss of  the show? 

 

 

My first conquering at work was the LG Card account. They 

requisitioned us to design a phrase in English that would catch people’s two 

eyes. I labored. Then, I worked and thought more hardly. Finally, in a good 

turn, I snatched it. Please watch: 

 

LG CARD 

BIG PLUS 

 

My senior was very pleased. He showered me with compliments and 

other golden rays of  sunshine. “Did well! Good idea!” he said. 
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This gave me more experience at other corporate accounts. Soon, for 

Daehan Life Insurance, I did: 

 

Daehan Life Insurance 

Change the Life 

 

No one could stop me. I was a Blue Dragon Train running fast down 

the tracks. Look out! Here comes the Sun-young ’88 Train! 

To be frank with you, the next advertisement was the hair that almost 

broke the camel’s hump. Samsung Life Insurance gave our company and 

several other companies a challenge. Make a very good slogan. After my 

“Change the Life” campaign, co-workers, juniors, seniors and the president 

expected so much from me. They expected more than I expected to think 

of  one’s self. “Come on,” they said like I was running a race with great big 

bags of  uncooked rice on my back. “You can do! You can do!” 

Life insurance appears easy to advertise with. Such as, “If  you sign up at 

our company, we will keep you alive.” Yes, it is a little bit of  a polite fib, but 

I am not lying through my teeth when I say, “Please join our life insurance 
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company and you will live forever.” You will live “for a time that is ever in 

the future! 

So, you understand a little more exactness my position at the company 

with Samsung, whose three-star life32
14insurance company caused me such 

head sickness and so on. 

Although I knew my president was the senior of  the wife of  Samsung 

Life Insurance’s president’s son, and we would win the contract by a boat’s 

length, I wanted to do my best. That is right. Our company was strongly 

connected to Samsung like a florist connects orange blossoms with 

weddings. But to work hardly was always important for me. 

At the time, the day was Friday. As you know, T.G.I. Friday’s means 

“Thank God It’s Friday.” Then, I thought of  people handclapping. 

“Hurrah! It is Friday! Let us be of  good cheer.” And so on. Then, I 

thought of  other people handclapping at a performance. Well, what do 

people say at the end of  a favorable performance? Of  course, they say, 

“Bravo! Bravo! Please return to the boards and perform again before my 

                                            

32 Ha! They have a great case for a libel suit against you — NOT! Any judge 

would throw out the case after examining the two Chinese characters which make 

up its “three-star” name! Brilliant. They should open up a “three-star” hotel! 
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legs turn to broth-like dumplings!” 

As you know, I am a sexy girl. But I am also a genius. So, using my good 

head, I thought: 

 

Samsung 

Bravo Your Life! 

 

My co-workers and fellows went off  their trolley. The president was so 

prideful of  me and my team that he treated us that night. I love being 

treated. That is when I do not spend money. It was a very excited night. In 

the beginning, we visited a short ribs of  pork restaurant. There, we had 

short ribs of  pork with fermented bean paste, slices of  raw garlic and cool 

lettuce leaves. Also, we had steamed white rice, fermented bean-paste 

potstew, radish diced fermented cabbage, pickled anchovies, crabs, and 

many other side dishes. It was celestial. It was so delicious I slavered. My 

co-workers all driveled. And, we ate many bottles of  ardent spirits called 

soju. All was so good until So-eun poured me a goblet of  soju. Like a 

prideful senior who is not with many burdens, I lifted my goblet and waited 
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to have it poured into like a tinkling river of  the finest waters of  

Geumgang Mountain. But So-eun lifted the green bottle of  soju and poured 

with one hand! She had the hardihood to pour with one hand! Momentarily, 

I went blind of  an eye. A junior pouring to her successful senior who had 

just made a coup with “Bravo Your Life” and she had the stout-

heartedness to pour with one hand!  

I stayed calm. I am a sexy mild girl, but thank all mountain gods that I 

am also a genius. This foal had to be dealt with vis-à-vis surreptitiousness. 

As she finished pouring my contents into the hole of  my goblet, she spilled 

a fraction of  a hair on my hand! 

“……………………..” 

This girl who had caught Royal Princess Syndrome with her self-

importance had aggrieved me one too many times for me not to pass 

judgment on her abrasions. But Korean is a subtle language with many 

subtleties. To be direct is not the proper course of  action. As a result, I had 

to be thrifty to make So-eun suffer. 33
14 

Team Leader Park looked at me and made changes with his pupil, orbital 

                                            

33 You have captured one of the most important aspects of our timeless language 

so eloquently. Bravo your life! 
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and retinal positions. My outside countenance remained as fixed as the 

scriptures imprinted on the Tripitaka Koreana. But my inside countenance 

was shuffling this way and that. Here and there. And so on. Rule No. 1 that 

I learned on “Sex and the City.” When you want requital on your enemy, 

and she is a girl: Use the man she has feelings for as an intermediary. That 

was Team Leader Park. 

We finished our drinks. We went to a hof  and ate many more glasses of  

this and that. First, there was whiskey and milk. Then we had poktanju. Yes, 

you are right: The BOMB. One whiskey shot glass after another fell to the 

bottom of  our beer glasses. Because we were playing a game, I used all my 

ability and dexterity. Therefore, I hardly did not lose. Team Leader Park 

and the president lost often. But for some reason, they were joyous when 

they lost. Drink, drink, drink, they did. 

Third place! Third place! Everyone yelled soon. So, we went to the third 

place, an imported beer specialist called “It’s Miller Time.” There we had 

several imported beers. Team Leader Park, the president, Chu Deok-dam 

and So-eun were all flying sheets to the wind by that moment. On another 

hand, I kept my sobriety. 
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As we left “It’s Miller Time,” Chu Deok-dam fetched and spat and 

spewed like Mt. Halla might have many Harvest Moons ago. The other 

men were kind and helped Chu Deok-dam. They slapped him on the back 

very hard. Maybe they were punching him on the back. Things continued 

to fall out of  Chu Deok-dam’s mouth as the men comforted him with 

back-slaps and friendly swats to his neck. When his insides were empty, we 

all walked to a noraebang. 

Let me introduce noraebang. 

At a noraebang, which means “song room,” you can sing your favorite 

songs. Like you are a famous singer on a popular Sunday afternoon pop 

music show. But there is a key point here. It is wholly different from 

Japanese karaoke because noraebang are separated rooms where you have 

much privacy and the comfort of  jade green sofas that have cigarette burns 

and ample footrest space. 

We sang many songs at the noraebang. All the time, the president was 

playing with love like an idle love affair with me. “Please,” he beseeched me 

on more than one time, “Shake this tambourine as I belt out the oldies but 

the goodies.” 
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So, I shook the tambourine. So-eun made her eyes as narrow as freshly 

beaten rice cakes. I smiled. “Honorable President,” I said, erecting a plan. 

“Maybe we should sing a duet?” 

The president produced an eructation like he had just eaten loach fish 

broth. I blanched. Then I said, “Let’s sing!” So-eun squalled. Chu Deok-

dam had his film cut and fell over on the sofa. Team Leader Park yelled, 

“Mansae!” 

After many songs, many beer bottles, and many envy and jealousy on So-

eun’s part, we took our leave of  the noraebang. I had not been so exciting in 

years. But then a problem. Usually, the oldest person pays in Korea when 

we are out playing. It is a wise tradition that needs to be respected. But the 

president was really in one’s cup. He could not stand erect for more than 

one second. Team Leader Park was already outside slapping Chu Deok-

dam’s back once again (he had started to release more content from dinner 

up through his mouth). That left the president (falling over), So-eun and 

me at the check-out. 

“How much?” I asked the uncle behind the check-out desk. 

“250,000 won.” 
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“What?” I exclaimed. “That is robbery from a stretch of  highway!” 

“You drank enough for a famished village and ruined my jade green 

sofa,” he replied with force and in uncouth language. 

Quickly, I processed many thoughts. I had no money in my wallet and 

my credit card was at home. (I rarely carried it with me because it was too 

much of  a temptation when walking through rosy areas like Myeong-dong 

after work). “So-eun,” I asked, “do you have any paper money or cards 

with you?” 

“Me?” So-eun asked with an innocence befit for a crimson-colored, 

skirt-wearing woman of  marrying age. “No, Elder Sister.” In a sudden twist, 

So-eun was excessively polite with me. Maybe beer acted like water does to 

plants on her etiquette. 

“Well, we need to rectify this debacle before it falls apart at the seams.” 

“Absolutely, Elder Sister. Whatever you think is best. I will follow you.” 

So-eun’s kindness melted little pieces of  my heart, like white chocolate 

hearts melting in my mouth on White Day. Perhaps I was a tyrant monster 

at work who needed to trust her more and give her more elderly advice. 

“Oh!” So-eun opened her mouth and made a little shriek. I think I have the 
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solution.” 

“The solution?” 

“Yes, the solution. The president has a card in his wallet. Why don’t you, 

Elder Sister, take his card out and sign for the chit?” 

“Me?” 

“Yes.” 

It was a daring offensive strategy. But how could I get the president’s 

wallet? The answer was answered to me. So-sun reached into the 

president’s back pocket and removed his fake alligator skin wallet. She 

handed it to me. I took a deep breath. This was a game day move. One 

breath. Then one more. Then, I took out the gold card, signed for noraebang 

expenses and handed So-eun the wallet once again. Finally, not one instant 

too late, we left the noraebang and went home. 
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10. 

 

 

Waking up the next day for work was tremendous. Maybe you cannot 

understand. Imagine trying to walk a tight rope, blindfolded, above a 

country village while eating boatloads of  rice wine. That was me. 

Nonetheless, I was swimming to work. First, I was still swimming in 

alcohol. But I was also on nine clouds. People viewed me as, “Look! There 

is a person on fire!” 

Firstly, my family was healthy. Mostly they were healthy. In truth, they 

were not healthful, but they were not dead. Secondly, I had made a 

cavernous impression at work. The president sang Ahn Jae-uk’s “Forever” 

to me last night! How could he not be full of  stars in his eyes? No, it was 

definite. He was dream and cream about me. 

I skipped into work like a drunken butterfly skipping from flower to 

flower. So-eun had on formerly clothing as always. She wore elf  shoes, a 

long skirt that went sha-la-la, and a shirt that had more wrinkles than a 

granny. 
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“Peacefulness, Elder Sister,” So-eun said to me when I strode through 

her desk. 

‘Yes. It is a good morning,” I answered like a fragrant breeze running 

over peach fuzz. 

To one’s self, I did, Oh, poor, comely, So-eun. You are a boor who does 

not understand that the president fancies for me and not for you. But then 

again, you were kind and homely last night. 

“Director of  a Department Kim,” Park Team Leader said to me. “The 

president wants to look at your face.” 

Of  course he does! 

“I see, Team Leader. I will proceed to his office with expediency.” 

“Yes.” 

The door to the president’s office was not closed. I entered the open 

door and bowed meekly because I know how to be a civilized worker ant in 

an ant colony environment. “Sit,” the president said. 

“Yes,” I replied. 
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“Last night was fantastical,” the president opened the baduk dialogue. 34
14 

“Yes. That is right.” 

“The evening meal was delicious, the singing was supersonic and the 

atmosphere was all together well blended.” 

“Yes.” Then, I gave a microscopic snicker. 

“We are a good company of  good people.” 

Again, more tiny, particle-like snickers from my mouth. Why was the 

president telling me this at the start of  a work day morning? He was 

behaving strangely and unbecoming. 

“You do know, though, that the empty cart rattles the loudest, do you 

not?” 

“…………………….” 

“Truly, sometimes my job is like eating mustard through eye water.” 

“Yes?” I said in fanciful anticipation. My anxiety was enlargement. 

“Too many boatmen send the boat up the mountain, Ms. Kim.” 

My breath disappeared inside one’s self. The president never called me 

                                            

34 You’re correct to point out that negotiations between a superior and a junior are 

like the complex moves of a baduk game. However, keep in mind that foreigners 

are not familiar with our more superior version of chess. 
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Ms. Kim. Was this a ploy? A plot? A parody? 

“Ms. Kim, you have exemplified to all that you are like a dragon rising 

from the ditch. But one mudfish clouds the whole pond.” 

But mudfish soup was my favorite meal! 

“You are a rough person among many jewels, as they say in the Occident. 

You are valuable to our team, but the team is more valuable than anyone. 

You know that right?” 

“Umm, err, ahh, well…” 

“Good. In that case, you won’t be disappointed when I tell you that you 

are getting the grand bounce, then.” 

“……………………” 

“Of  course, I am very sorry and full of  empathetic feelings for which I 

have not experienced. But in the end, even an earthworm wiggles if  

trodden upon.” 

Me? Was it true that I had not gone deaf  and that I had got the chop 

from my company? It seemed impossible. Then, before I could organize 

my thoughts in a pattern of  discern ability, the president said, “Employee 

Kang So-eun informed me of  your treacherous behavior last night. 
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Although Team Leader Park could not verify it with scrutiny, he could not 

refute it on the other hand. You have deceived all of  us, lost your face, and 

added considerable burden to my position as president of  this company. I 

did not think of  such turns, but last night, on the road to home, Employee 

Kang So-eun was waiting for me several meters from my home. She 

provided me evidence in the form of  chits from the noraebang that you stole 

my credit card and used it for illicit purposes. You have wronged your 

corporate family, Ms. Kim. You have shamed those whom you were 

supposed to protect with your life like a private throwing his body on a 

mine or a grenade. Rice eaten in haste chokes, Ms. Kim. You tried to get 

one’s foot on the corporation ladder too quickly. Remember that at your 

next workplace. That is all.” 

“……………………..” 

Before that day, I had never hated out of  someone. But on that morning 

when the president had regaled me with more falsehoods than the Japanese 

presented our king in 1910 when they annexed our poor and suffering  
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peninsula 35
14 I truly, magnificently, wonderfully and fantastically hated So-

eun. Only for a man did she court popular opinion at our office and spread 

lies like a mad cow disease that regularly appears in farms of  American 

livestock. 

My head was angled upwards when I left the president’s office. So-eun 

pretended to be dilly-dallying here and there with her eyes. There were 

papers spread before her body. 

“Director of  a Department Kim,” So-eun did with faked surprising. “Are 

you taking a step out of  the office for some time?” 

“Yes,” I replied in a calm and melodious neck sound. “I have to go 

outside and take care of  some errands. Oh, by the way,” I said with sexy 

mild cunning, “can I procure you a fashion item or two while I am outside? 

My words mean, you are such a clodhopper that I thought I could dress 

you like a doll and take away your rustic and countrified look.” 

So-eun’s face turned Korean-traditional-dress-for-a-damsel crimson. 

“Do not pay attention. Anyway, I will call 119 and tell them to put out 

                                            

35 Thank you for finally bringing this up. Although the entire world is aware of the 

devious actions on the part of the Japanese at the turn of the 20th century, this will 

only serve to reinforce lessons that everyone should keep close to their heart — 

even now.” 
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the fire on your face when I am gone. No, please wait. I cannot do that. 

Because, you have lost your face.” 

Then, with pomp and ceremony, I exited the company and never looked 

back. What I mean by my words is, when I left the office, I did not turn my 

body around and look backward. 

 

 

All day I walked the streets of  Seoul like a singer in a music video pursues 

legends and dreams. Here and there I went. Nowhere could you catch me 

idling my time, even for a minute. It is true that my feet hurt with 

excruciating pain because of  my made-to-elicit-slops-from-men high heels. 

But I did not take them off. Nor did I buy a pair of  trainers so that I could 

walk around Seoul like So-eun would on her wedding day. (To be frank, 

that thought gave me so much pleasure that my calves were induced with a 

spurt of  energy and my feet suddenly became light). 

At lunch, I telephoned my honorable parents and spilled the news like 

an oil spill. “Excuse me!” Mama said when she received the phone. 
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“Mama. It is me.” 

“Oh. Have you eaten rice?” 

“Yes. Have—” 

“How much? Are you starving one’s self  again? You’re not on a diet, are 

you?” 

“No.” 

“Good. It’s important to eat healthful food no matter what shapes or 

sizes are in fashion these days.” 

“It is so.” 

“You are right it is so.” 

“……………………” 

“Excuse me!” 

“Yes. Yes. I’m just calling because, well, um, ah, err, I got an ax today.” 

“Fritters! How could you get the chuck? Hold on.” Then, holding the 

receiving part of  the telephone away from her, Mama called Daddy. 

Daddy received the phone. “You got the cards today? What the deuce?” 

“The president—” 

“But how are you to make money bags now? Hold on.” Daddy scuffled 
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with someone (Mama?) and then handed the phone to another person. 

Sun-hee received the phone. “What? Elder Sister! You got the bullet 

today? How under the sun?” 

“It wasn’t my—” There was more shuffling around. 

Young-bum received the phone. “Big sister, ha ha ha. You got the push 

today. Ha ha ha. You are a—” 

I heard a human head hitting the floor. And then, the sound of  metal 

twisting this way and that. 

Mama received the phone again. In the background, there were many 

wrestling sounds. There were grunts and oinks. “Truly? You are a white 

hand now?” 

“Yes. It is true. But do not fret. I have many job postings waiting at my 

door.” 

“Real?” 

“Yes, Mama. Now, please don’t worry. I have to go and do things before 

I return home, so please do not turn anxious. I will communicate with you 

again when I return later.” 

“It is so. But make—” 
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“It is so. Thank you for your concern, Mama.” 

“No. Wait. I wanted to—” 

“It is so. I will return home soon.”  

Then, I chopped the line. 

 

 

For many more hours I roamed the alleys and byways of  Seoul. I entered 

subway stations. I rode buses. I strode around small green patches of  grass 

that could not be walked upon. I will be frank with you. I was ashamed. 

Although I had been dastardly blindsided by a speeding vehicle that went 

by the name So-eun, I was still without my face. What was there to do but 

whittle away? Over a bowl of  steaming ramen noodles and pickled radishes 

my handphone rang. I looked at the number. It was my abode. Should I 

answer? Should I not answer? 

I answered. It was Mama. She was out of  breath. She sounded like a 

marathoner who has just finished a marathon course. When she finally said 

the words that formed the sentence that relayed the news, I dropped my 
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cell phone and ran as fast as I could. 

It was Sun-hee. Her diabetes had struck when she least had any 

expectations. 

 

 

The atmosphere at the hospital was terse and plaintive. When the doctor 

came out of  his room, he explained the situation to my whole one family in 

simple terms. “Your honorable daughter is in dire straits,” he said in 

Mama’s direction, who was looking several meters beside the doctor 

because she was blind. “She has suffered acute kidney failure. She is now 

reposing in an emergency room bed. But I have to be frank, her condition 

is not favorable.” 

Mama fell backward and started making incantations of  this and that. 

Daddy caught her before she cracked her head on the floor. Young-bum 

straightened his one metal leg and stood up. Now the doctor looked at me. 

“Did you know that your younger sister has O-type blood type?” 

“Of  course,” I answered. I was insulted that he might think I would not 
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know the exact blood type of  everyone in my family. 

“Yes, well, did you know that only 0.1 percent of  Koreans share this 

same blood type?” 

My face went as white as a sheet of  paper. 

“The reason I am telling you this is, your younger sister needs an 

emergency kidney transplant. Right away. Without haste. Or else…” 

“Or else what?” Mama said as she rose from the floor like Lazarus. 

“Or else, I’m afraid, well, her chances of  survival are minimal.” 

“I will give her my kidney!” I said. My voice was louder than my 

expectation, but they heard my intention well. 

“We have already checked your family’s file. No one in your family has 

O-type blood type, and we need the same blood type to perform the 

surgery with minimal riskyness to the patient. 

“What can we do?” Daddy said. He was pleading. My insides spoiled. 

“We are currently searching our database for an appropriate donor with 

O-type blood type. We will inform you as soon as we have an answer.” 

That was it. The suspense! We weren’t allowed to visit Sun-hee because 

she was isolated in a room with special things all over the place to protect 
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her life. While we waited for an answer from the database, Mama informed 

me of  the events between our last phone call and Sun-hee’s collapse. It was 

an unforeseen event. As Mama, Daddy and Young-bum took in another 

afternoon of  TV, Sun-hee fell in the bathroom. When Daddy finally 

opened the door Sun-hee was on the floor, a syringe in her hand. Her 

blood sugar level was dangerously low. Mama called 119 and an ambulance 

car arrived to deliver Sun-hee to the nearest hospital. I processed these 

events like a timetable. Then, in a flash of  lightening, the doctor returned 

and crouched beside us all. We, my whole one family, were sitting on the 

orange seats of  the waiting room. All the other seats were taken. There 

were some aunties and uncles camping out on the floor. Medical personnel 

rushed by here and there with bags of  this and that. 

“Our database produced one donor,” the doctor said. All of  a sudden, 

there were golden smiles from my family. Young-bum even patted me on 

my shoulder. 

“But he lives in a remote place.” 

“He is a local?” Daddy asked. 

“In a way, yes.” 
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“He is not near urban transportation?” Mama asked. 

“No, not in real-time.” 

“How far could he be?” Young-bum asked. “Our nation is coarsely the 

size of  an American state or a Chinese province.” 

“He lives…He lives on Dokdo.” 

Until then, everyone else had been happily chirping away like birds do in 

the morning. Then, with one word, “Dokdo,” everybody stopped their 

speeches and looked at us. We were the focal point of  everyone’s sight. 

“Dokdo?” I repeated. “The islet that has been a part of  Korean territory 

since the 5th century and is proven by historical documents, but which the 

Japanese claim is called Takeshima, the French think is called the Liancourt 

Rocks, and is the pride of  both North and South Korea today, one of  the 

only unifying forces of  our two nations?” 

As soon as I non-verbally muttered the word “Dokdo” in my head I 

could only think of  one thing: the song “Do You Know Dokdo?” which, 

as you know, was written by Moon Young and sung by Seo Hee. 
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Dokdo/ the beautiful islands have been/ parts of  Korean land 

For the/ last two thousands of  years./ they are Korean land 

Located in/ the middle of/ East Sea we call. 

They comprise/ two main isles/ East and West Islets. 

Everybody/ wants to be there/ ’cause of  the holy Sights 

Everybody wants to be there/hoping to meet Seagulls. 

Yes, nobody is/ greedy for them/'cause of  the holy Sights. 

But some people/ covet them/that is real/ nonsense! 

Korea Korea/ proud to be Koreans. 

I’m willing to die/ for the/ peace of  /Korea. 

Dokdo Dokdo/I’ll keep it for my sake. 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

 

Dokdo/ the peaceful islands have been/parts of  Korean hearts 

Since the Shilla/ King Jijung/conquered Usan Land. 

Though the long/ war was over/ some ones feel no/ peace yet. 

Foolish men/ start to say /silly empty talks. 

Everybody/ wants to be there/'cause of  the holy Sights 

Everybody wants to be there/hoping to meet Seagulls. 

Yes, nobody is/ greedy for them/'cause of  the holy Sights. 
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But some people/ covet them/that is real/ nonsense! 

Korea Korea/ proud to be Koreans. 

I'm willing to die/ for the/ peace of  /Korea. 

Dokdo Dokdo/I'll keep it for my sake. 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

Korea Korea/ proud to be Koreans. 

I'm willing to die/ for the/ peace of  /Korea. 

Dokdo Dokdo/I'll keep it for my sake. 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

I love I love/ Dokdo forever 

 

Daddy returned my mind to real-time issues. 

“Yes. There is exactly one fishing family that lives on Dokdo, and the 

man of  the house happens to have O-type blood type like your younger 

sister.” 

“Oh…” 

“So what are we to do now?” Mama asked in a neck sound filled with 

pain. 
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“We have contacted him and he has agreed to be flown here with 

expedience to donate his kidney. The National Maritime Police are flying 

him here by helicopter as we are making these sentences.” 

My head went stiff. Could this really be happening, I said to one’s self. 

“Doctor,” I then said. “Can we visit Sun-hee? I know of  the regulations 

and policies that are protecting her body and kidney…” 

“It is so. But I will grant this visit. You have five minutes to be with her. 

She is not well. And, she is weak. So, please do not worry her or make her 

anxious.” 

“Yes,” my whole one family repeated at once. 

It was dark in Sun-hee’s room. That is, there was very little light, either 

from natural sources like the sun or from artificial sources like electricity. 

We all streamed in the room, one at a time. Mama needed guidance from 

me. Young-bum limped. And Daddy, slowly, took steps because his health 

was not favorable. 

Sun-hee’s eyes were stuck to her face. We formed a line near her bed. All 

of  us looked at her well. Sun-hee did not respond. Finally, she opened one 

eye and said, “……………….” In actuality, we could not understand what 
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she said. 

Then, she opened her other eye and said, “Amore: Dream of  Pacific.” I 

understood at once. The beauty culturist contest! 

“My eye! What about it?” Mama, Daddy and Young-bum looked 

awkward. They did not know that Sun-hee had entered our country’s most 

famous hair sculpting contest just the day before. Sun-hee kept it a secret 

because she did not want to worry them or burden them with her contest 

worries. It was only I she told. Only I knew that Sun-hee had really 

sculpted hair in the Amore: Dream of  Pacific Beauty Culturist Contest. 

“I did well,” Sun-hee said in a weak neck sound. 

Mama looked around at this and that. Daddy blinked so many times I 

thought his eyes might fall out. Young-bum made weird facial positions 

because his metal leg had jammed and he was trying to release a spring that 

wouldn’t let him bend down to Sun-hee’s level. 

“You did well? Really?” I said. 

“Yes. I had a fine head to sculpt and it was so…I sculpted like it was a 

natural work of  art to be done by human hands that beautify something 

that could not otherwise be improved upon.” 
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My heart burned with pride. “Well, don’t worry. You have many more 

heads to sculpt in the future. In fact, the doctor just told us that everything 

is going to be okay in a jiffy and you will feel fantastic before you next 

wake up.” 

“That would be joyous.” 

“Yes.” 

And then Sun-hee drifted off  to sleep. The doctor entered the room and 

asked us to exit the room. So, we exited the room. 

The next several hours were pain. We waited and prayed. Mama prayed 

to Lord Buddha. Daddy prayed to mountain gods. Young-bum prayed to 

one’s self. And I prayed to God. For the first time in my life. I don’t know 

why, but it felt right. God would have to save Sun-hee. That was clear. 

There was no one else who could do it. It was God or bust for me. 

 

Well, Sun-hee never woke up. Just as the fisherman arrived from Dokdo, 

Sun-hee departed this world. Yes. She left us, never to return. Mama wailed 

and wailed. Daddy held her up and helped her wail. Young-bum hugged 
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me (the first time he had ever deposited his two arms around me) and we 

were a whole one family in mourning. Even the doctor produced eye water 

because it was such a sad circumstance. There was nothing else to do after 

some time. So, we went home to my one-room. 

Then, we held vigil at the basement of  the same hospital for Sun-hee’s 

funeral. Many people came from here and there. Uncles and aunts and 

cousins and friends and other strangers. We all bowed to her picture, lit 

incense, and drank and ate and talked. Then we fell asleep on the floor of  

the basement of  the hospital. For three days this happened. Over and over. 

Again and again. 

After three days, I, along with my one whole family, was exhausting and 

tiring. The world seemed like a different world. Here, but not here. Maybe 

you cannot understand. Anyway, on the fourth day, that is, the day after the 

last day of  the funeral, a letter arrived by post. Just one letter. No bills. No 

advertisements for chicken restaurants or Chinese chop suey 

establishments. 

I opened the letter. For some one reason, it was written in English: 
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Dear. 

 

 Thank you for entering the “Amore: Dream of 

Pacific Beauty Culturist Contest.” Our judges have 

concluded their assessments. We are proud to say you 

have been awarded the Grand Prize. Your flair and 

ingenuity were too much for our panel of award-

winning judges. They stared upon your head 

sculptures like works of heaven. You certainly possess 

a skill and talent for people’s heads like no one else our 

committee is ever seeing.  

As a result, we are offering you a one-year 

internship with Amore: Dream of Pacific as a beauty 

culturist. Should you wish to accept this position, you 

will be well on your way to a career of sculpting the 

most famous celebrities’ heads in our country. 

We sincerely hope you accept this offer. Please 

requisition us a response as quickly as possible. Again, 

thank you for entering the Amore: Dream of Pacific 
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Beauty Culturist Contest. And, we look forward to 

working with you in the future. 

 

Awards Department Team 

Amore: Dream of Pacific Beauty Culturist Contest 

 

I dropped the letter and produced so much eye water that I thought I 

might be vacant of  any water in my body. Young-bum read the letter for 

Mama and Daddy. Then, they all produced eye water. As a whole one 

family, we sent forth more eye water than the waters of  Lake Chonji on Mt. 

Baekdu could ever hold. 

Over a warm meal of  rice and other fine things we all talked about Sun-

hee and the wonderful life she lived. There were many dark moments. And, 

there were a few interspersed light moments. But before I covered myself  

with the bedclothes that night I realized something that I have never 

forgotten. Sometimes singers sing about it, but it is not really believable. 

Sometimes people say it, but it is not very believable. What I learned that 

night, with the letter from Amore: Dream of  Pacific hanging out of  my 
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hand, was that sometimes dreams come true. But sometimes they come 

true too late.  

 

 

 

 

Nevertheless, as in Sun-hee’s case, as long as the dream comes true, that 

is all that matters. Because, although Sun-hee had departed this world, she 

was, and will always be, the best beauty sculpturist in this world. 36
14 

 

The End. 

 

                                            

36 I didn’t want to say anything to you in person, as this is obviously a 

tremendously sensitive subject, but I have already sold the rights to this story to a 

Corean movie company. They’re heralding it as the greatest tragedy of the 21st 

century. Thank you, from the bottom of my heart, for sharing such a personal and 

deeply emotional part of your life with your readers. 


